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ATHLETICS HALL OF HONORS 
The six-member class of 2010 brings the total number 
of honorees to 17 in UT Dallas· Athletics Hall of Honors. 

FALL SPORTS RECAP 
Women's soccer and volleyball boast a successful season 
with players named to All-ASC and All-ASC East Division 
women's volleyball teams and first-team All Conference 
women's soccer. 

HOW UNDERGRADUATES CAME TOUT DALLAS 
More than 20 years after the controversial decision to 
add undergraduate students, key players provide their 
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accounts of the pitfalls and rewards of re-inventing the University. 

The University of Texas at Dallas 

A CAMPUS TRANSFORMED 24 
Pre-eminent landscape architect Peter Walker and Partners 
guided the transformation of the University's front door and 
the heart of campus. The September dedication is captured 

in a pictorial essay. 

ALUMNI PERSPECTIVE: ALESHA SEROCZYNSKI 31 

Reflections on the life and work of the late Dr. Duane Buhrmester 
by Dr. Alesha Seroczynski BA'92. 

BMOC'S AND CAMPUS SWEETHEARTS? 
STUDENTLEADERSTRANSCENDTYPE 34 
It's not your grandfather's-or grandmother·s-college 

campus anymore . Today's Big Man on Campus is just as likely 
to be a woman . UT Dallas student leaders do share some 
characteristics: They tend to be persistent risk-takers who 

are generous with their time. 
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ON THE COVER 
Magnolias-the floral center

piece of the newly completed 

campus enhancement 

project-will bloom for the 

first time this year on the center 

mall. The trees surround 

bubbling ponds, a human-scaled 

chess board, a wisteria-bearing 

trellis and a gently cooling 

fog mister. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS 

THE DEBUT ISSUE 

Please tell all the people who were responsible 

for the new UT Dallas Magazine that it is absolutely 

first-class, just lovely and informative. What 

[President] David Daniel has done has really 

pushed UT Dallas forward. Hooray for all of you! 

Betty Johnson 

Mrs. Johnson is the wife of the late Gifford 

Johnson, President of the Southwest Center 

for Advanced Studies, which became 

UT Dallas in 1969. 

The "Tier One" edition of the UT Dallas Magazine 

has just arrived. What an outstanding first edition 

magazine, so colorful, readable, informative in text 

and photos, all around a compelling way to tell a 

grand story. Keep it up. Those who are giving an 

assist to institutions of higher education in the 

region now have a wonderful new tool to use to 

advance the cause . Congratulations! 

James C. Oberwetter 

President, Dallas Regional Chamber 

I really like the first magazine. Very cool! 

As a graduate from UTD now in my fourth year 

coaching, I have seen the growth and this publica

tion shows how far the University has come since 

I first stepped onto campus in 2003. 

Great job! 

Travis Carruthers BA'07 

Assistant Men's Basketball Coach 

The University of Texas at Dallas 

For years I have been reading both Wabash 

College's (my husband 's alma mater! and the 

University of Notre Dame's magazines, and I am 

so pleased to see UT Dallas produce a comparable 

and engaging piece. I have one question for you: 

I noticed that there was no mention of the untimely 

and extremely unfortunate passing of Duane 

Buhrmester and his wife this summer. 

Dr. Alesha D. Seroczynski BA'92 

The magazine had just gone to print when 

word of Or: and Mrs. Buhrmester's passing 

came to the University Read more about the 

Buhrmesters in the Alumni Perspective {p . 31/ 

and In Memoriam {p.491 sections of this issue. 

-The Editors 

REMEMBERING THE LATE ALEX CLARK 

Alexander Clark was a remarkable man who 

changed my life for the better. He and Bryce Jordan, 

UT Dallas· first president, hired my soon-to-be 

husband Peter Vollmers as an assistant professor 

in the new music department in what was then the 

newest of new universities. Alex, a lover of jazz and 

Peter, an incredibly talented jazz musician, became 

fast friends. Peter and I married in 1980 and Alex 

soon became my friend too. 

When Peter died in 1986, Alex was by my side

always there to help. He introduced me to Adolph 

Enthoven-a major figure in the business school

and Dr. Enthoven in turn started me teaching as an 

adjunct at UT Dallas. By that time I had earned my 

MS from UTD. passed the CPA exam and was 

working for an accounting firm, rather unhappily 

since I had two very young girls. 

Alex told me that the best thing I could do would 

be to earn a PhD in accounting-a degree I didn 't 

know existed. With that degree, I could go anywhere 

I wanted, earn a good living and have plenty of time 

with my kids, he said .... I did earn that PhD. Alex 

was correct. I am very happy at the University of 

Maine, and my daughters and I have had very 

good lives. 

Dr. Gloria Vollmers MS'85 

Professor of Accounting 

University of Maine 

Correction 

Paula Felps wrote "Helping Provide the 

Electronic RX for Health Records " on page 8 

of the fall edition of UT Dallas Magazine. 

The authorship was misattributed. The 

editors regret the error: 

UT Dallas Magazine is published by the Office of Communications for the UT Dallas community. Opinions expressed by 

contributors are not necessarily the position of the University or its admin istration. Copyright 2011 by The University of 

Texas at Dallas and The University of Texas System. Reproduction in whole or part without permission is prohibited . Send 
comments, letters to the editor or other communication regarding this publication to Editor, UT Dallas Magazine, Sao West 

Campbell Road, AD28, Richardson, TX 75080-3021; 972-883-4325; utdallasmagazine@utdallas.edu . 
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Write to Us! 

UT Dallas Magazine welcomes letters that focus on issues of concern and 
interest to the University and its alumni and the University community. Send 

letters to : UT Dallas Magazine, AD28, 800 West Campbell Road, Richardson, TX 

75080-3021 . Brevity is the soul of wit: short letters are most likely to be pu blished, 

and all submissions may be edited for length or clarity. Opinions expressed will be 
those of the named contributor (who should include contact information such as 

phone number, email address and/or mailing address.) Let us hear from you' 

The University of Texas at Dallas 

CONTRIBUTORS 

Sophia Dembling BA'04 

Sophia Dembling is a writer and editor who graduated summa cum laude from UT Dallas 

in psychology. She currently puts her degree to work as a blogger for Psychology Today. 

com and PsychCentral.com . Sophia is author of The Yankee Chick ·s Survival Guide to 

Texas, and was co-author with Audette Rackley of the Center for Brain Health of I Can 

Still Laugh: Stories of Inspiration and Hope from Individuals Living with Alzheimer·s . She 

also writes frequently about travel and fitness, and has published hundreds of articles 

and essays in magazines and newspapers. 

Alesha Seroczynski BA'92 

After completing her undergraduate degree, summa cum laude, Alesha Seroczynski 

obtained a Master in Counseling Psychology and a PhD in developmental psychology 
from the University of Notre Dame. She joined the faculty of Bethel College in Indiana 

in 1999. where she served for 10 years as an assistant professor, and most recently, dean 

of arts and sciences. She returned to Notre Dame in 2009 as a research fellow in the 
Institute for Educational Initiatives and Center for Ethical Education. Her current project, 

Reading for Life, is a diversion program for first-time offending juveniles funded by the 
Arete Foundation at the University of Chicago (scienceofvirtues.orgl. Learn more about 

Reading for Life at ireadforlife .org . 

Darby O'Brien 

Graphic Designer Darby o ·Brien, who created the New Era layout and collaborated 

with Creative Director LeeDon Moore on the cover of thi s issue, joined the UT Dallas 

Office of Communications in October 2010. She brings a background in fine art and 

specializes in illustration . O'Brien has received three CASE [Council for the Advance 
ment and Support of Education) awards for her illustrations since joining UT Dallas. 
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INITIATIVE HELPS YOUTHS 
IMAGINE A FUTURE IN COLLEGE 

M
ost participants in UT Dallas· new 
College Readiness Initiative [CRI) 
hope to be the first members of their 

families to attend college . The program 
works to give students who have that dream 
the support they need to complete a degree. 

CRI students spent each morn ing of the 
recent two-week session in SAT prep, but 
learning how to master college entrance 
exams wasn 't the only thing on the daily 
schedule. 

"The three numbers that we consider very 
important in going to college are class rank, 
GPA and SAT score, " said Cornelia McCowan 
BS'98, CRI program supervisor. "But to be 
successful, there are other things students 
need as well. " 

Afternoons were for experiential learn ing . 
Jarrell Brown, a 15-year-old from South Oak 
Cliff High, had an eye-opening experience at 
the CRI Reality Store, a simulat ion illustrat
ing how daily life differs for those without a 
college education . Participants were given 
checkbooks and assigned jobs that didn 't 
require college degrees. From their limited 
wages, they had to pay bills and cover 
emergency expenses like being hospitalized . 

" I had two baby boys to take care of and was 
quickly in debt, " said Brown. " I learned that 
without a degree, life is hard. " 

utdallas.edu 

The CRI is after long-term results . Partici 
pants will meet during the school year for 
conversat ions about self-awareness and 
community service , as well as grades. 
Next summer the rising juniors will 
explore financial aid opt ions. 

"The students are discovering a new 
American dream, " said Dr. George Fair, 
dean of the School of Interdisciplinary 
Studies and director of the Academic Bridge 
Program. "By preparing for college and 
completing an undergraduate education, 
they can look forward to futures limited only 
by their imaginations and determination ." 

A $100,000 contribution from AT&T made 
the CRI possible. - Karah Hosek 

College Readiness Initiative participants 

Dr. Ellen Derey Safley, 
director-UT Dallas 
Eugene McDermott 

Library 

DIGITAL RESOURCE EXPERT 
TAKES HELM AT LIBRARY 

Dr. Ellen Derey Safley MS'89, PhD'96, an 
authority on emerging library technolo
gies and digitizing print collections, 

has been named the new director of the 
UT Dallas Eugene McDermott Library. She 
succeeds Dr. Larry Sall , who retired as dean 
of the library in January 2010. 

"Dr. Safley's knowledge of the people and 
operations of our library, based on her 25 
years of service in progressively more 
important administrative roles, makes her 
the ideal appointment to assume responsi 
bilities at th is critical time in the Universi ty's 
life, " Executive Vice President and Provost 
Hobson Wildenthal said . 

Under Safley's leadership during the last 
several years, the Eugene McDermott Library 
developed capabilities that dramatically 
changed the magnitude and nature of library 
resources. Since 2009, electron ic journa ls 
have increased from 28,388 to 46,826, and 
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electronic books jumped from 593,106 to 
970,190 . Safley recently oversaw digitization 
of 2,290 University theses and dissertations. 

·· 1 believe in a hybrid library," Safley said . ·we 

cannot be effective without a combination 
of print and digital resources . Keeping a 
balance is imperative for an efficient major 
research library.'" 

Safley"s research interests include organiza
tional development, the creation of digital 
and mobile libraries, assessment of library 
services and collections and the delivery of 
quality customer service. 

Safley joined UT Dallas in 1983 as the 
government documents reference librarian 
and subsequently served as head of refer
ence and information services, assistant 
director for reference services and collection 
management, associate library director for 
public services, collections and systems and 
then senior associate director. She has held 
numerous national committee positions with 
the American Library Association and the 
Texas Library Association . 

In 2007, Safley was a member of the UCLA 
Senior Fellows leadership program. She 
received a master"s degree in 1989 and a 
doctorate in 1996, both in political economy 
from the UT Dallas School of Economic, 
Political and Policy Sciences. Safley obtained 
a Master of Library Science degree from the 
University of Pittsburgh in 1979. She also has 
a Master of Arts in Anthropology from 
Pennsylvania State University and a Bachelor 
of Arts in anthropology from the University 

of Colorado at Boulder. -Tom Koch 

The University of Texas at Dallas 

NAVIGATING CHAOS: FIRST-HAND 9/11 ACCOUNTS 
BY AVIATION PROS DRAW NATIONWIDE ATTENTION 

0 n the ninth anniversary of 9/11, hundreds gathered at UT Dallas to hear the rarely told stories of 
aviation professionals whose decisions helped keep circumstances surrounding the terrorist 
attacks from taking even more lives. 

The event, ""Navigating Chaos : Aviation 's Response on 9/11,"" was one of two live telecasts carried by 

C-SPAN on Sept. 11, 2010. It was organized by The University of Texas at Dallas McDermott Library's 
Special Collections department. 

Lynn Spencer, former pilot and author of Touching History: The Untold Story of the Drama That Unfolded 

in the Skies Over America on 9/11, guided the panelists through their experiences. 

The speakers offered seldom-heard descriptions of 9/11 . Ben Sliney, former national operations 
manager for the Federal Aviation 
Administration, explained why he ordered 
the first emergency national ground stop, 
landing all aircraft for the first time in 
U.S. history. Commercial pilot Gerald 

Earwood described narrowly avoiding a 
mid-air collision with United Flight 175. 
the aircraft that hit the South Tower of 
the World Trade Center. 

Other panelists were air traffic control

lers Colin Scoggins of Boston and Dan 
Creedon of the Washington, D.C., 
National Guard . Combat pilots Joe 

McGrady and Dan Caine, and commercial 
pilot Chuck Savall, comprised the pilots" 
panel. 

Ben Sliney, former national operations manager with the Federal 
Aviation Administration, recounted the events that led him to 

order a national ground stop during his first day on the job. 

"Special Collections provides an opportunity for libraries to collect information and research materials 
that expands knowledge outside of the general realm of the University," said Dr. Sheila 

Amin Gutierrez de Pineres, then-interim dean of McDer
mott Library. "The History of Aviation Collection was an 
excellent host for this in-depth discussion. " 

Watch the symposium panels on the C-SPAN ( •SPAN 
website at c-spanvideo.org/program/295417-1. 

-TK 
Commercial pilot Gerald 
Earwood told fellow panelists 
and the audience that the 
events of 9/11 did not cause 
him to give up flying. ""It never 
crossed my mind, .. he said. 
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MANAGEMENT LESSONS PAY OFF ON THE BASKETBALL COURT 

Every fall, UT Dallas men's basketball 
coach Terry Butterfield begins 
searching for the 

players who can take 
the Comets to another 
conference championship, 
relying on help from a 
School of Management 
faculty member. 

John Barden, a senior 
lecturer, business coach 

Terry Butterfield 

coordinator and director of undergradu
ate accounting programs, 
as well as a certified 
public accountant and 
a basketball aficionado, 
offered to direct the 
players in a leadership 
workshop similar to 
those he leads at 
PricewaterhouseCoo-

John Barden pers. Since 2002 he 

has trained more than 5.000 
auditors to work in teams. 

"This workshop is beneficial 
to the players ... because it 
allows them to get away 
from their studies and the 
intensity of their two-and
a-half-hour practices," 
Butterfield said. 

Barden 's annual 
workshop takes place 
at his home. The 
relaxed atmosphere 
camouflages the 
more serious 
business of putting 
the potential 
leaders through 

utdallas.edu 

their paces. 

Barden leads a series of exercises, 
putting the players in pressure situations 
to learn how they would react. This 
year's activities included an egg drop, 
a ball toss, a pie-eating contest and a 
construction project. Butterfield offered 
guidance, all the while observing. 

"I get them to start thinking differently, 
from an academic side, creatively and 
critically," Barden said. "It all looks like 
fun and games, but every event is scored, 
so it can get pretty competitive." 

Brandon Greene BS'10, a senior wing 
who is pursuing a master's degree in 
economics said, "Our team worked 
together, talked things out among 
ourselves and got different ideas from 
different people. Things seemed to come 
together a lot better than they would 
have if we were just working alone." 

Freshman wing Dmitriy Chernikov, an 
accounting major on the same team as 
Greene and Greg Chiasson, wasn't 
intimidated by his lack of workshop 
experience. 'We didn't have just one 
leader," he said. 'We all put our own 
pieces into each puzzle to solve them. 
That's how we won ... 

Greg Chiasson gently handles a construction project 
used in the leadership workshop. 

How does this tra ining translate to the 
basketball court? 

"Say you 've got 10 seconds left in the 
game, you 've got the ball and your 
team is down by a point," Barden 
said. "You have to get someone 
to take the shot. If he's a leader, 
he'll maintain focus wh ile 
under pressure and make a 
quick decision either to 
make the shot or kick it out 
to one of his teammates. 
Coach Butterfield, 
meanwhile, will know 
which five players to 
have on the court in 
this type of situation." 
-Jimmie Markham 

85'10 
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QUEST TO ESTABLISH MAGNETIC NORM WINS NSF COMPETITION 

An investigation of the ionosphere and its interactions with the Earth 's magnetic field netted aUT Dallas 
graduate student a prize at a competition sponsored by the National Science Foundation !NSF) for 
researchers who study the upper atmosphere. 

Angeline Burrell won the Best Poster prize for ionosphere thermosphere research at the 25th annual NSF 
meeting on Coupling Energetic and Dynamics in Atmospheric Regions !CEDAR). held recently in Boulder, Colo. 
During the competition, students displayed posters of their research and defended their work with inquiries 
from professors, post-doctoral researchers and research scientists from government and industry institutions. 

Through her research efforts, Burrell hopes to determine how plasma moves along the magnetic field lines in Angeline Burrell 

the ionosphere. This upper layer of the atmosphere interacts strongly with radio waves and can interfere with satellite signals. Rather 
than studying storms or periods of high activity, however, Burrell is focusing on quiet time behavior. This is important for predictions 
because accurate specifications of the ambient conditions are necessary when modeling deviations from normal conditions. 

Burrell is a physics PhD candidate under the direction of Dr. Rod Heelis, the Cecil H. and Ida Green Chair in Systems Biology Science 
and director of the William B. Hanson Center for Space Sciences. This is the second year in a row that a UT Dallas student has won this 
competition . - Katherine Morales 

SOFTWARE ROCKS: 
GEOLOGIC TEACHING 
PROGRAM AN IPAD FIRST 

A
mong a wave of universities and 
colleges to introduce iPads as 
learning tools in the classroom, 

UT Dallas is the first in the country to 
use them in conjunction with 3-D models 
of geologic formations using software 
invented here. 

"Our team has created a library of these 
three -dimensional models using photo
graphs of geologic features from around 
the world," said Dr. Carlos Aiken, profes
sor of geosciences in the School of 
Natural Sciences and Mathematics. "By 

uploading our images onto the iPads, 
students can make notations in the field 
and e-mail them for immediate integra
tion onto the 3-D model. " 

The researchers used ground-based laser 
imaging, still photography and satellite 
positioning to precisely capture the 

shapes and surfaces of geologic forma
tions, resulting in 3- D, photorealistic 

The University of Texas at Dallas 

Geology students 
make notations on 
rock formations 
using an iPad in the 
fie ld. Back in the 
class, students and 
the professor can 
view the notes in 3-D. 

models accurate up to a millimeter. 

Photos of various rock formations from 
around the world can be loaded onto 
iPads, and students can interpret what 
they're seeing using their fingers to draw 
on the screen . The photos are e-mailed 
back to the lab or the classroom and 
rendered in three dimensions, complete 
with the students' annotations. The 
original photos have already been 
rendered on the terrain models. 

"It allows the student to note what they're 
seeing and then e-mail it and review it 
with a professor or colleague instantly," 
Aiken said. "The professor can oversee 
students' progress and e-mail it back to 

the student while they're still in the field." 
-KM 

RESEARCHERS SPIN 
SUCCESS WITH NANOTUBES 

U T Dallas nanotechnologists, 
led by Dr. Ray Baughman, 
invented a groundbreaking 

technology for producing weavable, 
knittable, sewable and knottable yarns 
containing large amounts of otherwise 
unspinnable powders. 

These powders are trapped in the 
corridors of highly conducting scrolled 
yarns for high-tech applications. Fabrics 

woven from such yarns could be used 
to harvest and store electrical energy 
in vehicle panels and clothing. 

"The nanotube webs holding guest 
powders can be l ighter than air but still 
stronger, on a per-weight basis, than 
steel, " said Baughman. Robert A. Welch 
Professor of Chemistry and director 

of the Alan G. MacDiarmid NanoTech 
Institute of UT Dallas. He and his team 

published the findings in the journal 
Science . The technique, called biscrolling, 
enables strong carbon nanotube webs 
to trap powders within yarns that are 
versatile enough to be both supercon
ducting and machine-washable. The 
web 's thinness means that hundreds 
of scroll layers can be included in a bi
scrolled yarn no thicker than a human 
hair. - KM 

Ray Baughman and researchers 
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Rodrigue is investigating how vascular risk factors, such as high blood pressure, play a 
role in brain aging. The red and yellow areas in the images show amyloid plaque 

buildup-a marker for Alzheimer's disease risk-in the brains of two 67-year-old men. 
The one on the left is hypertensive; the one on the right is not. 

POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWS 
EARN PRESTIGIOUS NIH GRANTS 

Two postdoctoral fellows in UT Dallas· Center for Vital Longevity 
recently earned prestigious, highly competitive career-devel
opment grants totaling nearly $2 million from the National 

Institutes of Health (NIH]. 

Dr. Karen Rodrigue and Dr. Kristen Kennedy 
were selected separately to receive the K99/Roo 
Pathway to Independence Awards. The five-year, 
two -phase grants total just under $1 million for 

each recipient. They come from the National 
Institute on Aging, which awards seven or eight 

K99 grants per year. 

"These awards are given to the most elite new 
PhDs to support the next generation of sci en- Dr. Karen Rodrigue 

ti sts in the United States, .. said Dr. Denise Park, director of the 

center and Distinguished University Chair and Regents' Research 
Scholar. "They provide significant resources to further the careers 
of the best and see that they are provided with everything they 
need for the first five years of their career. To have 

ON THE TIP OF THE TONGUE: 
MODEL SHOWS TONGUE'S WORK DURING SPEECH 

one young scient ist at the Center for Vital Longevity with such an 
award is a significant honor. To have two is extraordinary ... 

The central aim of Rodrigue 's work supported by the grant is to 
examine a vascular hypothesis of aging that involves the role of 
risk factors, such as hypertension, and specific cerebrovascular 
mechanisms, such as decreased blood flow through an organ or 
hypoperfusion, in shaping the course of brain and cognitive aging . 

"Dr. Rodrigue will play an important role in understanding how 
cardiovascular health and Alzheimer's disease are intertwined, " 
Park said . 

Kennedy received a K99 grant to support her 
research into the role of white matter in the 
reorganization of age-related brain function . 
Before arriving at UT Dallas, Kennedy worked 
on structural imaging projects at Michigan 's 
Wayne State University, where she earned her 
PhD in psychology. 

~ ~I 
~ 

• Dr. Kristen Kennedy 

"I think my research , going forward, will be enhanced by the fact 
that I have a background in both structural and functional neuro
imaging ," Kennedy said . "By bringing together what we 've learned 
through both methods of research, we 'll hopefully be able to 
answer some important questions, in a sophisticated way, about 
how our brain changes as we get older, both adaptively and 
detrimentally, and how we might use this knowledge to stave off 
cognitive decline." 

The NIH career-development programs are designed to ensure 
that a wide range of highly trained scientists are available in 
adequate numbers and in appropriate areas to address vital 
clinical, biomedical and behavioral research needs. The K99/ Roo 
program was created to ease the transition from postdoctoral 
positions into junior fa culty roles and to provide early independent 
research support to the most promising young investigators . 

-Emily Martinez 

Research that models the motions of the human tongue may one day help people correct speech disor
ders or even learn new languages. Luis Torres BS '10 used sensors on the tongue to construct three 
dimensional models of the inner workings of the mouth during speech . The strength of his research 

and the quality of his recent poster presentation earned him a top place finish in the Office of Research 's 
third annual Undergraduate Research Poster Competition . 

"This research project has been the most influential part of my undergraduate experience, " Torres said . "If 
I hadn 't done the research, I wouldn 't be able to get into graduate school and pursue a PhD. The peer-to

peer time with a professor is someth ing you can only get in a laboratory doing research. It's about tackling 
a problem together." Luis Torres 85 '70 

Torres, who majored in computer science, was among 54 undergraduates selected in November 2009 to receive Undergraduate 

Research Scholar Awards, sponsored by the UT Dallas Office of Research . Students received $500 each and their faculty 
mentors $300 each to cover their expenses. The students spent the next two semesters engaged in research, which they 
presented in poster sessions. Nine finalists emerged from rounds of competitions that showcased each student's research . - KM 
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NERVE STIMULATION HIGHLY 
EFFECTIVE IN BATTLING TINNITUS, 
NATURE STUDY REPORTS 

U T Dallas researchers working with a 
University-affiliated biotech firm may 
have developed a means of retraining 

the brain to ignore the nerve signals that 
simulate ringing in the ear or tinnitus. 

Targeted nerve stimulation may yield a long-term 
reversal of tinnitus, a debilitating hearing impair
ment affecting at least 10 percent of senior citizens 
and up to 40 percent of military veterans. 

In a recent edition of the journal Nature, UT Dallas 885 researchers are developing 

researchers Dr. Michael Kilgard and Dr. Navzer a new understanding of tinnitus. 

Engineer MS"02, PhD"04 and the University-affiliated biotechnology firm Micro Transponder report that 
stimulation of the vagus nerve paired with sounds eliminated tinnitus in rats. A clinical trial in humans 
is next. 

Described as ringing in the ears, tinnitus· reported effect ranges from mild irritation to disabling pain . 
The U.S. Veterans Administration spends about $1 billion a year on disability payments for tinnitus, said 
Kilgard, associate professor in the School of Behavioral and Brain Sciences at UT Dallas and co-author 
of the Nature article. 

"' Brain changes in response to nerve damage or cochlear trauma cause irregular neural activity believed 
to be responsible for many types of chronic pain and tinnitus," he said . "But when we paired tones with 
brief pulses of vagus nerve stimulation IVNSI. we eliminated the physiological and behavioral symp
toms of tinnitus in noise-exposed rats." Monitored for several weeks, the improvements persisted. 

The first human participation in the research in Europe began in early 2011, Engineer said. Micro
Transponder was co-founded by Will Rosellini, a PhD student in neuroscience at UT Dallas and the 
company's CEO. -EM 

FUNDING SURGE FOR 
COMPUTER SCIENCE RESEARCH 

• A $1.8 million program to bolster the number of graduate 
students studying information security, increasingly vital for 
national defense. 

C
omputer science researchers at UT Dallas won more than 
$9 million in research grants last fall for work including 
network planning, data privacy, sensors and health care. 

"Our recent focus on collaborative multidisciplinary research has 
been one important factor, and the encouragement and support of 
our dean of engineering and computer science, Dr. Mark Spong, 
for our faculty members' grant proposals has been another, " said 
Dr. Gopal Gupta, head of computer science . 

The projects include: 

• A $2.5 million effort-in collabora
tion with researchers at the 
University of California, Berkeley, 
and the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign-to create a 
real-time, 3-D interactive environ
ment enabling health care profes
sionals to provide physical rehabili
tation therapy to patients hundreds 
of miles away. 

The University of Texas at Dallas 

Dr. Gopal Gupta 

• A $260,000 project to develop a means to preserve individual 
privacy when experts employ the increasingly common practice 
of cross-matching vast datasets to support intelligence, 
forensic and disease-control activities. 

The funding surge supports one of the University's strategic 
initiatives-strengthening research productivity, the engine that 
drives innovation-but could also contribute to Gupta 's objective to 
increase entrepreneurial activities flowing from his department's 
computer science research. 

"These projects will produce cutting-edge research results, some 
of which may well lead to companies being founded a few years 
down the road by the students and faculty involved," he said. In 
support of this potential development, the department is adding a 
software entrepreneurship component to computer science and 
software engineering classes. 

There 's only one downside that Gupta sees to the recent spike in 
funding awards. 

"Our bar for next year keeps rising, " he told computer science 

faculty and staff. "We all will have to work hard to exceed it.'' 
-David Moore 
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SOCIAL (MEDIA) REVOLT 

Social media didn 't lead 
to the recent uprisings 
in Tunisia and Egypt, but 

this new system of communi
cation played a role in the 
process of the revolt. 

Dr. David Parry, assistant 
professor of emerging media 
and communication, says an 
Internet-equipped public is 
substantially different from 
a non-Internet-enabled one, 
and that while the Internet 
offers increased possibilities, 
we ought to be careful not 
to overestimate its effects. 

"What happened in Egypt and 
Tunisia would have looked 
much different, played out 
differently if the 'how· of the 

revolution had been different, 
if social media had not been 
one of the tools used as a 
means of communication, " Parry said . 

Parry homed in specifically on the Egyptian government's decision 
to shut down citizens· access to the Internet. The government also 
cut mobile phone service, forcing protesters to rely on more 
traditional means of communication. 

'While other countries have 'pulled the plug · on the Internet, 
namely Burma in 2007 and Nepal in 2005, this was the first time 
that a country with such a large Internet penetration entirely shut 
off access, " Parry said. But while the Egyptian government could 
shut down the hardware of the Internet, it could not undo the 
difference more open communication had made in citizens' 
perceptions. 

"In the same way a public is fundamentally changed by the exis
tence of print technology, a public is fundamentally altered by 
access to the digital network," Parry said . "This is what makes 
the situation in Egypt different from Burma and Nepal. In the latter 
cases the government was shutting down access to information 
from the outside and controlling the flow of news, but Egypt was 

utdallas.edu 

shutting down the way that 
a substantial portion of their 
populace was communicating 
among themselves. " 

Parry also cites China as an 
example of an authoritarian 
government that can shut off 
access to the Internet at any 
time. Internet censorship in 
China is conducted under 
a wide variety of laws and 
administrative regulations, 
and it is considered more 
extensive and more advanced 
than in any other country in 
the world, he said. The regime 
not only blocks website 
content but also monitors the 
Internet access of individuals. 

However, Parry argues that 
the situation in China differs 
from that in Egypt because the 
Chinese people use Chinese

based Internet services and remain largely unaffected when 
Western sites such as Facebook or even Google are shut down by 
government. The Egyptians were much more reliant on Western 
services, and therefore felt the effects and demanded change. 

Parry takes issue with the belief that social media produces a 
revolution in and of itself, but also acknowledges that the tools 
we use alter our means of communication . Social media is able 
to give a voice to those who previously had none-dissidents, 
anarchists and even the average everyman-and in the case 
of Egypt that voice appears to have been heard and answered. 

Parry warns that "a digitally networked 
public can just as easily be used for social ill 
as for social justice; nothing guarantees that 
civic engagement yields civic progress. But 
it does guarantee that a public with the 
Internet has a substantially different relation 
to its government than a public without the 

Internet." -Sarah Stockton 

Dr. David Parry 
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Adrienne McClean Examines Ballet on Film 

From Wh ite Nights to Billy Elliot, ballet has found its 
way, time and again, onto the silver screen and into 
the hearts of many otherwise unlikely audiences. 

With the highly acclaimed film Black Swan, ballet is 
once again en pointe in Hollywood and beyond . But the 
movie isn 't all tutus and curtain calls-it reveals a 

darker shade of pink. 

In her 2008 book Dying Swans and fvfadmen: Ballet, the 

Body, and Narrative Cinema, Dr. Adrienne l. Mclean, professor of film and 
aesthetic studies at UT Dallas, explored the symbiosis of ballet and film . Drawing 
on examples that range from musicals to tragic melodramas, or .. mellers,"' she 

suggested that commercial films have produced an image of ballet and its artists 
that is associated with joy, fulfillment, fame and power, and with sexual and 

mental perversity, melancholy and death . 

Mclean, who specializes in classical Hollywood film history and has an MFA in 
dance, said the drama of the dance goes back a long way . .. Variety used the term 
'ballet meller' in the 1950s to refer to a film that was yet another in a long line of 
sometimes over-the-top and cliched representations of ballet in the movies as 
something associated with death, illness, insanity, doom and so on, .. she said. 

.. The Red Shoes [1948) is probably the preeminent ballet meller, complete with 

narcissistic and domineering impresario, and a ballerina who wants to dance 
more than life itself and who dies because she is asked to choose between career 
and marriage ... 

Real-life melodrama exists off-screen, as well : the weight loss of Black Swan 

stars Natalie Portman and Mila Kun is in preparation for the film was widely 
publicized and criticized. As Mclean pointed out in her book, which was named 
a Choice Outstanding Academic Title , .. The extreme thinness that we now expect 
of women dancers is, in ways that are amorphous and difficult to measure, likely 

a result of ballet's intersection with forms of visual time
based media like film . There are all sorts of other reasons 

across the past century for the pressure for women to 
be extremely thin, but the way that bodies look 

in the movies has been a factor, and not 
just in ballet. .. 

Mclean said, .. There are 

certainly some driven 
and obsessive young 
women in the dance 

world, as there are in 
most high-profile or 
performance-based 
professions, and 

always have been. But 
there are also plenty of 

regular folks who are 
devoted to ballet as their 

profession but who do not 
mutilate themselves, go insane 

and so on . In general, the issue with 
all films about worlds that audiences may 

not have experienced extensively on their own 
in 'real life ' is that films can construct our 

attitudes about that world, the people in it 
and what art means and is ... -55 

UT DALLAS PROFESSOR 
UNEARTHS THE HILL 

Rick Brettell writes book on James Magee 's 
desert installation 

Artist James Magee spent the past three 
decades in the relative obscurity of the West 
Texas desert, working on a monumental 

52,000-square-foot installation, The Hill-until his 
story was brought to light by Arts and Humanities 
Professor Rick Brettell in a book published this 

past year. 

Dr. Brettell, Margaret McDermott Distinguished 
Chair of Art and Aesthetics at The University of 
Texas at Dallas, first visited the installation in the 

late 1980s. In 2010 he wrote James fvfagee : The Hill 

with Jed Morse, curator of Dallas· Nasher Sculp

ture Center. 

.. Everybody who has been divides their lives into two 
parts: before and after they've seen The Hill, .. said 
Brettell. .. Every time I go, the emotional impact of it 
is greater. It is really about separation and redemp

tion. It's about a whole series of issues that have to 
do more with life than with art. .. 

The Hill is a complex of four stone pavilions joined 
by ramps and walkways, revealing Magee to be an 
architect, engineer and builder. He has said he 
expects it will take another 15 to 20 years to 
complete. Reminiscent of Mayan and Egyptian ruins, 
The Hill is nonetheless distinctively 

American . The site has only 
occasionally allowed visitors, but 

will be open by reservation on May 
14 and Oct. 15. For more informa
tion, e-mail info@mageehill.com. 

Says Morse, .. I would imagine 
that The Hill will become one of 

the great landmarks of art in the 
United States ... -55 
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Like the UT Dallas campus itself, the University athletics program 
has been developing rapidly and is celebrating its maturity by 
honoring those who helped build it. 

The UT Dallas Department of Intercollegiate Athletics named its 
fourth group of inductees to the UT Dallas Athletics Hall of Honors 
on Nov. 17. The six-member Class of 2010 brought the total number 
of honorees to 17-all from a program that didn 't exist until the 
mid-1990s. 

The physical presence of the Hall of Honors, which arose as a 
concept in 2007 during the 10th anniversary of the athletics program, 
is housed outside the athletics off ices in the UT Dallas Activities 
Center. Framed awards for members are exhibited in lighted 
hallway cases. 

To be considered for induction, a candidate must have made 
significant contributions to or achievements in the program and 

rece ive majority support from a nominations committee consisting 
of UT Dallas faculty members, administrators and coaches. Student

athlete nominees must be at least five years past their UT Dallas 
undergraduate graduation . 

As of 2010, the Hall of Honors includes 11 former student-athletes, 
four administrators, a former conference commissioner and one 
outside supporter. 

Notable among them are the late Fred Jacoby, former commissioner 
of the bygone Southwest Conference, who helped guide the forma 
tion of the University"s athletic program and its membersh ip in the 
National Colleg iate Athletic Association (NCAA) and Mary Walters, 
the original director of athletics and a 30-year UT Dallas staff 
member who initiated development of the athletics program in 

the mid -1990s. 

The former student-athletes in the group won individual rift:tor•rt,•nn 

on some of the most successful Comet teams of the 12 years. 
This contingent is heavily dominated by members he UT Dallas 
men·s and women's soccer teams, which were 

sity"s original programs in 1998, and have the most continu-
ously successful throughout the history o athletics program. 
Four members of the 2002 UT Dallas soccer team-which 

national championship 
tournament-are included a Hall of Honors members. 

nn · .. ntlv successful sports in the 
as volleyball and basketball

members from among their standout 
Hall of Honors in the next few years. The 

mrllllll .. n the first representatives from baseball 
ms begun in 2002. -Bruce Unrue 





..; SOCCER 

First team all-conference 
women 's soccer player Leah 
Bowyer led the Comets back 

to the American Southwest 
Conference Championship 
Tournament again in 2010. 

The UT Dallas women 's soccer team made a ninth straight trip to the American 
Southwest Conference (ASCI Tournament and secured the 11th 10-win season in 

the program's 14 years of existence, going 12-6-2. UT Dallas placed seven players 
on the All-ASC teams, includ ing four Comets on the first team and Offensive and 
Defensive Freshman of the Year. Junior Leah Bowyer, first - team member, led the 

Comets in goals (141. assists (11) and points [39) while contribut ing five game
winning goals. 

The UT Dallas men's soccer team bounced back from a mid -season plunge to 
not only make it to the ASC Tournament, but finished one win shy from making 

the league's title game. After missing out from the postseason in 2009, snapping 
a stretch of seven straight appearances, this year's Comets won thei r final three 
games to make a return trip to the playoffs, but fell in the ASC semifinals. The 
Comets ended the season with a 12-5-2 record and landed seven players on the 
All-ASC teams. 

Members of the UT Dallas 
men 's soccer team rush to 
congratulate junior Gentry 
Contreras (6/ for scoring 
a goal. 



The University of Texas at Dallas 

Senior Niki Calverley /6) 
became UT Dallas· first 

All-American in volleyball 
after leading the conference 

in assists for another season. 

by David Wester 

4liiP- VOllEYBAll 
It was another strong season for the UT Dallas volleyball team, but 
a stumble in the ASC semifinals kept the Comets away from a third 
straight invitation to the NCAA Division Ill National Tournament. The 
Comets won the ASC's East Division for the fifth consecutive season 
and ended the campaign with a 24-6 record, setting a new program 
mark for regular-season wins (231. Senior setter Niki Calverley was 
named first team ALL-American, becoming the first UT Dallas volley
ball player to earn the honor. UT Dallas placed three players on the 
All-ASC team and five players named All-ASC East Division. 

4liiP- CROSS COUNTRY 
The UT Dallas men 's and women 's cross country squads closed 
out the 2010 season with solid finishes at the ASC Champion
ships, but it was sophomore Daniel Ludwig who made a splash 
individually. Ludwig sparked the UT Dallas men to an eighth 
place team finish as he placed third in the 8-kilometer race, 
the best-ever finish by a Comet at the ASC meet. Ludwig became 
only the second UT Dallas male runner to advance to the NCAA 
Division Ill Regional Championships, placing 30th in that meet, 

also the highest-ever finish by a Comet. The UT Dallas women 
finished 12th as a team . 
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hen Or. Dennis M. Kratz 

was named undergraduate 

dean of UT Dallas in 1994. 

he thought he should try 

seeing the campus through 

the eyes of a freshman, to 

better understand how the school might ser ve 

its newly recruited and younges t students. To 

tha t end, he invited an associate dean to take a 

stro ll with him, while imagin ing being half of an 

18-year-old couple looking for a place to be 

alone fo r a few social moments. Th ey wa lked 

around the campus, then a handful of ti lt- wa ll 

concrete buildings, all built in the same brutalis t 

style. Standing on a concrete mall surrounded 

by these monoliths, they were struck not only 

by how minimal the campus was, but by how 

uninviting it was - how lacking in distinguishing 

features and landmarks . 

'The campus was j ust a collection of buildings, .. 

he said. "There was no there there ... 

And tha t was j ust one lesson in UT Dallas · 

undergradua te educa tion. 

••• 

At the time of this disheartening stroll, the 
school had just enrolled the fourth freshman 
class in its history, and faculty and adminis
tration were realizing they had a lot to learn 
about being a four-year university. 

Founded in 1969 as a research 
institute serving graduate 

was 32 years old. Many were older women 
returning to school after being aggressively 
recruited for the School of General 
Studies under the direction of Dr. 
Carolyn Lipshy Galerstein, the Univer
sity's first female dean. These students 
had jobs, lives, families . Campus was 
deserted in daytime, then came to life 
at 5 p.m., when students would arrive, 
attend class, and go home. 

The move toward a four-year univer

sity started in the mid-1980s, when 
local philanthropist Peter O'Donnell 
and a task force of civic and busi
ness leaders identified a need 
within Dallas's burgeoning high
tech industry for more scientists 
and engineers. The phrase "MIT of 
the Southwest" came up repeat
edly among the visionaries who 
founded the school. 

'We were facing up to the expectations of the 
founders and those political supporters that 
had championed the founding of the Univer
sity in the first place, .. said Johnson. "They 
were adamant that if we wanted to continue 
to have their support, this is what we would 
do-grow that program and make it work. 
They didn 't use the phrase 'Tier One.' But it 
was those standards they were holding us to. " 

and people began to talk about it. The Dallas 
leadership at that time basically said We 're 
going for it .' And they did ... Bills supporting 
the concept were introduced at the Legisla
ture. "And then, " Rutford recalled, "Things 
began to get interesting ... 

Indeed. Not everyone was enthralled by 
the idea . 

Hispanic leaders complained 
students, UT Dallas was permit
ted by the Texas Legislature to 
admit jun ior and senior-level 

undergraduates in 1975. At that 
time, there were several upper
level universities around the state, 
recalled Dr. Scherry Johnson, 
formerly vice president of 
university affairs and now with the 
School of Interdisciplinary Studies. 

"We were facing up to the expectations of 

those that had championed the founding 

of the University. They didn't use the 

phrase 'Tier One.' But it was those stan

dards they were holding us to." 

that if the expansion were funded, 
South Texas schools would be 
short-changed . The Texas Public 
Junior College Association didn 't 
think the area needed another 
four-year university. The Dallas 

Morning News supported the idea, 
but other area newspapers were 
staunchly opposed . The Denton 

Record-Chronicle took particular 
umbrage, complaining in a series 
of editorials that "Other universi
ties would bear cost of UT -D 

"The idea was that there would be 
a college within 10 miles of every 
young person in the state of 
Texas, " she said . But the plan was flawed 
because most students wanted to get away 
from home and settle into a school that they 
could call their own. "Young people whose 
families had resources went to four-year 
schools, " she said . 

In the 1970s and early '8os, UT Dallas was 
a commuter school. Its average student 

The Univer sity of Texas at Dallas 

- Scherry Johnson 

"This was something that had been kicked 
around for years and years and years, and it 
came shortly after we had expended a lot of 
time and effort on creating the engineering 
school, " recalled president emeritus Dr. 
Robert H. Rutford. " I was tired and a lot of 
people were tired . But [the idea of under
graduate expansion) came out in the press 

expansion " and "UT-D legislation would 
undercut programs at UNT" and insisting 
that "Research dollars would go fa r ther at 
UNT than UT -D ... The Fort Worth Star- Tele

gram headlines simply insisted that legisla
tors "Kill UTD Bill." 
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In 1989. Drs. Robert Rutford. Scherry Johnson and 

Hobson Wilden thai attend an event honoring the 

Untversity 's founders-Cectl Green, Erik Jonsson 

and Eugene McDermott. 

"My perspective was that [UT Dallas] seemed 
like a rather distant enterprise, .. said Dr. 
Alfred Hurley, then chancellor and president 
of the University of North Texas. "Set up for, 
and did quite a job with science." 

The Texas Higher Education Coordinating 
Board voiced annoyance that the bill passed 
the Texas Senate without the Board 's 
approval. The Texas Senate representative 
from Bryan !next door to Texas A&M 
University) complained that the Legislature 

TITl\nSfLITS: UT Dl\LL!\S' 
OITIGinl\L UnDtiTGIT!\DU!\TtS 

[[[] 

T Dallas began as a research 

institute and expanded to a~ mit 

upper division students dunng 

the 1970s. Transfers were the 

University's very first undergradu

ates, so it's easy to see why there 's a long under

standing of and respect for them and their goals. 

Transfer students make up approximately half of 

today's 10,648-member undergraduate student body, 

and in fall2010, the University admitted its largest 

transfer cohort ever-1,582 students. 

UT Dallas transfer students typically are goal-driven 

and arrive well-informed, said Curt Eley, vice provost 

for enrollment management. "They have investigated 

us, and they are often here for the opportunity to do 

utdallas.edu 

was being pushed around by Dallas "fat 
cats, " and wanted the bill thoroughly vetted , 
which then-Higher Education Commissioner 
Ken Ashworth vowed to do. "There is too 
much at stake here in terms of the cost and 
the impact on other institutions not to do a 
thorough study before we make a decision, " 
he told The Dallas Morning News. 

Even UT Dallas faculty members were 
disquieted . Many came to the research 
focused University with the thought that they 
would work with graduate students. "The 
faculty was accustomed to teaching adults in 
the evening and doing research and writing 
during the day," remembered Johnson. 

Nonetheless, a bill establishing UT Dallas· 
right to admit freshmen worked its way 
through the Legislature, though not 
without "a lot of compromising and a lot 
of special considerations given to 
making sure no other university's toes 
were trod upon, " recalled former UT 
System Regent Jess Hay, speaking at a 
recent gathering to celebrate the 
publication of a memoir by former Lt . 
Gov. Bill Hobby. Hobby, with a wry 
smile added , "Something for everybody, 
with not everything for anybody. " 

Thus, Gov. Bill Clements signed into 
law House Bill42 in July 1989, freeing 
UT Dallas to recruit freshmen. But not 
too many. And not unless they were 

laboratory research as undergraduates and to work 

side-by-side with top faculty," he said. 

While transfer students enjoy the same access as 

traditional freshmen to academic advising, mentor

ing and other support services of the Un iversity, they 

also are eligible for programs offered by the Transfer 

Student Services Office. 

"They can connect with others who share in their 

experience, whether that 's commuting to and from 

campus, holding a fulltime job or handling family 

obligations, " said Yolande Evans, assistant director 

for student transition programs. In her experience, 

transfer students have specific needs four-years 

don't, but do not want to be treated differently. 

"The Transfer Student Services Office includes 

components like transfer orientations-which are 

held more frequently and at times selected to 

accommodate students ' complicated schedules," 

smart. Really, really smart. 

The school was limited to 5.200 
underclassmen. "However, no one at UTD 
believes the University will reach those 
caps," reported the Richardson News . The 
school was instructed to develop policies 
that would emphasize enrollment of 
students interested in science, math or 
engineering degrees. And, the bill stipulated : 
At a minimum ... the admission criteria for 
entering freshmen ... be no less stringent than 

the criteria for admission to the University of 

Texas at Austin ... 

"Those were the political notions that were 
supposed to throttle us, keep us in place, " 
said Dr. Michael Coleman, recently retired 
dean of undergraduate education . Admission 
requirements included four years of 

Evans said . "We also offer mentoring and leadership 

programs and other cultural and social events. We 

offer a 'transfer year experience· similar in purpose 

to a program called ' freshman year experience.' 

It isn 't required, but it can help the transition to 

campus life." 

A benefit available only to transfer students is the 

Tau Sigma National Honor Society. A chapter was 

added on campus in fall2009. Tau Sigma member

ship is granted to those who have transferred into 

the Un iversity and earned at least a 3.5 grade-point 

average during the ir first semester at UT Dallas. 

Meredith Donwerth -Jon is an undergraduate 

speech-language pathology major in the School of 

Behavioral and Brain Sciences. A transfer from 

UT Austin, she serves as secretary for the UT Dallas 

chapter of Tau Sigma, is co - treasurer for the National 

Students Speech Language and Hearing Association 

and is part of the Student Welcome and Transition 
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advanced high school math, three years of 
laboratory science, and SAT scores of at 
least 1200-this at a time when Texas high 

school graduation requirements called for no 
more than two years of general math and 
two of science and the maximum possible 
score on the SAT was 1600. 

And, UT Dallas would receive no state 
funds for support of the initial effort . The 
whole thing had to be accomplished with 
private gifts. 

As it turned out, having the support of 
phi lantropists and the business community 
paid off, literally. Fifteen months after 
launching the "Campaign to Make History, " 

UT Dallas reached its goal of $3 million , 
including a $300,000 grant from the Excel
lence in Education Foundation as well as 
contributions from the Meadows Foundation 
and the Eugene McDermott Foundation. 

Still, the breadth of what was left to accom
plish might have daunted any college 
administrators. They had to create a curricu
lum, enhance library holdings to meet the 

needs of freshmen, write and produce 
appropriate catalog and organizational 

communication materials and construct 
and equip undergraduate labs. 

And, of course, the school needed students
but how do you recruit with no track record? 

'We had to come up with themes and ideas," 
said Johnson. 'We used 'Come make 

history" -the idea being that we were tabula 

rasa, and here was your opportunity, you 
bright kids, to come create a whole under

graduate environment." 

Just producing a brochure presented novel 
challenges. 'We had to have a brochure that 
looked like it was a really fun, hip place to 
come," said Judi Hensley Hamby, recently 
retired director of special events for the 
office of the president. ""My daughter was 

a senior in high school and I knew her 
counselor, so we called him and said, 'Can 

we borrow some students just to take their 
picture?" Of course, it's something that 
would never happen now. We had no legal 

releases, we had no perm ission to take them 
off campus. I put them in my private car and 

brought them over and we stuck them, 
probably at some peril, on top of the sign, 
four feet off the ground, and said "Smile 
and wave. "' 

" I got negative letters from some of the 
faculty, " Johnson recalled. ""They said "You 're 
doing false advertising. We don 't have these 

students."' She shrugged . 'We had a nice 
diverse group of kids out there waving . 

We had to have something ." 

Dr. Dennis Kratz {center] visits with some of the earliest 

undergraduate students, circa 1994. 
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Meanwhile, faculty prepared to teach the 
new students, some with little idea of what 

they were getting into. 

teach freshmen in different ways ."" 

Should have, but didn't. 

··1 was on the committee that created the 

first freshman curriculum, and I must say 
with some pride, we did a really bad job, " 
said Kratz. ""First, because the legislation 

limited us to good students, that became 
conflated to, We'll put a curriculum together 
just for really, really smart students, or our 

imagination of what really smart students 
are like." Second, given UTD"s inherited 
vision of itself as science-oriented, we put 
far more science and math in there than 
anybody else had . The third problem was 
we were so taken with ourselves as a unique 
institution that we decided to create a 
unique freshman curriculum that immedi
ately ran into huge issues of transferabil-

ity-and of teachability, because some of the 
freshmen core courses were designed 
around the interests of faculty, rather than 
the vision of what freshmen need."' 

" I think people were absolutely 

stunned at how hard the adjustment 
was, " said Dr. Anthony M. Cham-

pagne, who chaired the committee 
that recommended the expansion. 

" The higher your standards, the 

more obligated you are to pro

vide the means to reach them. " 
"Looking back on it after all these 
years, I wonder why it was hard . We 
should have understood that you 

utdallas.edu 

-Dennis Kratz 

Ultimately, 288 students applied for the 
first freshman class, 138 were accepted and 
111 enrolled-and they were just the kind of 
high-quality students UT Dallas wanted and 
was mandated to pursue. The class included 
four valedictorians, three salutatorians and a 
National Merit Scholarship finalist. 

In September 1990, they arrived. 

""The second day, I was walking across 

campus,"' recalls Judi Hensley Hamby. 
"At that time, there was just one water 

feature, between the theater and the 
Founders Building. Sometimes it worked 
and sometimes it didn't. But that second 

day of classes it was overflowing with 
bubbles. I thought, "Oh my goodness, 
we have a real University. "' 

That first semester was a trial, as much 
for the students as the faculty and staff. 
Those bright young students found them
selves failing, and not because they weren't 

smart enough . 

"We had astrophysicists teach first-year 

calculus and it just didn 't turn out as well 
as it could have, " said Coleman dryly. 

"The first week, one of the history 

professors assigns 250 pages for them 
to read, " recalled Rutford . "They haven 't 
read that much in the past year." 

In February 1991, the UTD Mercury reported 
that in a survey of 84 freshmen, 19 had 
decided not to return, 11 left before the 
spring semester and one said he was 
staying "by financial default. " 

That fall, the school enrolled 92 freshmen . 
"The attrition rate was equally horrible the 
second year, " said Hobson Wildenthal, 

provost and executive vice president for 
academic affairs. Wildenthal, who came 

to UT Dallas in 1992, found a campus 
suffering "all kinds of anxiety and turmoil 
over whether we might lose our historical 
funding status. 

"Several of our really good faculty came 
to me that first year and said, 'I don't 
know what you want me to do, "' Wildenthal 
continued . "The faculty had been hired with 
the spicy sales pitch "Teach what you want 

to teach as much as you want to teach, but 

High school seniors "borrowed'" from J.J. Pearce in 

Richardson acted the part of freshmen in the first 

recruitment literature. 



you 're hired to do research .' There was a 
huge lack of enthusiasm. and a feeling 
that the University was sharply changing its 
course ... At 1992 "visioning " retreats designed 
to map a plan for the future, some faculty 
insisted that the problem was that admissions 
criteria were not stringent enough . 

Wildenthal also became concerned that 
the school's key supporters-Margaret 
McDermott, Cecil Green, J. Erik Jonsson, 
the latter two having founded UT Dallas 
along with the late Eugene McDermott-
were losing interest in the University. "They 
were not happy with the University's progress. 
Though they still loved the concept, when I 
got here, they were not 
very supportive ." 

But, he said , " I knew what we had to do." 
And so he focused on turnaround . 

"The first month I was here, there was 
an article in the news about the University 
of Oklahoma program to aggressively pursue 
high-quality students. And I said, if Oklaho
ma 's doing it, we've got to, too, " Wildenthal 
said . 

"That primed the pump. I went to one of 
our small cabinet meetings and said, 'We're 
never going to have a viable freshman class of 
quality without a merit scholarship program." 
He was somewhat skeptical, but President 
Rutford said, "OK, let's give it a try." 

The University of Texas at Dallas 

Ignoring accusations from outside 
and within that the school was "buying" 
students, Wildenthal offered National Merit 
Scholarship finalists a package that included 
tuition, housing, fees, books and supplies, plus 
$1,000 per semester. National Merit Com
mended students were offered all that minus 
the $1,000 stipend . UT Dallas had planned on 
a freshman class of about 200 that year. But 
in the fall of 1993. 452 freshmen, 250 of them 
on scholarship, enrolled . 

{Continued on page 51) 
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In the 1970s and early ·aos. the average UT Dallas 

student was 32 years old. Campus was deserted in 

daytime. coming to life after 5 p.m. when most 

students would arrive. Today, the campus mall fills 

with students of all ages throughout the day and into 

the evening. 
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Tnr DEGITITIITIGS Of STUDETIT LifE 

00 
hen Darrelene Rachavong, vice 
pres1dent for student affairS, got 
her first look at the Student 
Union Bu1ldmg 1n the 1980s, 1t 
contamed a couple of com-operat
ed pool tables, a huge military
style kitchen that was locked, the 

student newspaper and government offices, and that 
was it. At that time, the average age of students was 
32, and they cared about "good parking, grabbing a 
sandwich before classes, and their academics," said 
Dr. Rachavong (right page, bottom left!. "There wasn 't 
a whole lot we could offer them that they would 
participate in. " 

But with the admission of freshmen and sophomores, 
student life became a pressing issue. "Study after 
study shows that students who are engaged in their 
university are more likely to graduate," said 
Rachavong. 

"Education is not just about scholarship, but 
also leadership and citizenship, " said Dr. Michael 
Coleman, recently retired undergraduate dean. 

'We have always brought strong scholars to campus, 
but we also have given them opportunities to grow
to become better leaders, better citizens and better 
members of our societies. This is just as important 
as their academic work. They need a political and a 
social education. They come for the academic 
opportunities, the scholarships, the research 
programs. The classroom and the labs challenge 
them. But opportunity to have out-of-class growth 
experiences is a large part of what keeps students at 
UT Dallas to the end, and makes them the outstand
ing leaders and achievers they become. " 

Rachavong describes student life as a combination 
of tangibles and intangibles, from residence halls to 
campus traditions. So with inventiveness and an open 
ear to what students themselves wanted, Coleman, 
Rachavong and her staff developed what is becoming 

a distinct UT Dallas culture. 

utdallas.edu 

HOUSING: The first campus housing, the 
Waterview Apartments, was built and managed by 
a private company. The only connection to UT Dallas 
was that students lived there, and that the land was 
owned by the University. But when freshmen arrived, 
parents made it clear that they expected someone to 
keep an eye on those 18-year-olds living away from 
home for the first time. So Rachavong and her staff 
gave themselves a crash course on student residen
tial life. 

The first thing they started was the Peer Advisor 
Program, which continues today, and has grown. Peer 
Advisors are fellow students who have been trained to 
lead and guide others, and who know when to alert 
professional staff to issues. 

Rachavong's student life staff also realized that 
one and two-bedroom apartments were not ideal 
for building community. "A student could park the car, 
go in, and never come back out again except for class, " 
Rachavong said. Quads, which allowed four students 
to share an apartment, were added, and were 
an improvement. 

But the newest residence halls (above left, bottom! 
are designed for maximum community-building, from 
the lobby lounge and smaller lounges on each floor to 
shared kitchen and laundry room, to a media room 
and classrooms. And, said Rachavong, "We have a 
really strong programming component. We offer 
everything from the intramural programs to crawfish 
boils, to Splatter Beat" (an event involving tempera 
paint, music and clothes that the wearer is prepared 
to sacrifice to the event!. The first residence hall filled 
and has a waiting list; construction was immediately 
started on a second. 

STUDENT UNION: The once-bleak Student 
Union has been expanded many times and today is 
bustling, but that too took time and initiative. 

First, food was brought back in. Then free billiard 

tables were added. Then Rachavong brainstormed 
ways to get students into the building in the first 

place, which is when the Info Depot las it was known 
then-today it's called the Comet Center) started 
selling stamps and discount tickets to local theatres 
and events, and offering notary services. 

Many campus improvements-from the fitness 
center to The Pub (which recently, and for the first 
time, began serving beerl-grew out of the ideas 
of students, who generally have supported the 
development by voting through a fee to make it 
happen. (The fees must be then approved in the 
Texas Legislature.! 

ACTIVITIES: SUAAB-the Student Union 
and Activities Advisory Board-is responsible for 
selecting entertainment programming, from karaoke 
to stand-up comedy, and student influence gives it a 
distinctive UT Dallas style. "Music has never been 
huge on this campus," said Rachavong . "Comedians 
do pretty well. Magicians do well. " 

GREEKS: The Greeks on campus today can 
thank a Kappa Sigma named Bill Austin, who, after 
transferring, approached Rachavong about bringing 
his fraternity to campus. This, Rachavong knew, 
would not be easy. But Rachavong worked with 
Austin on a presentation for the faculty and brought 
to meetings everything she could find on the brighter 
side of Greeks. In 1992 the Kappa Sigmas came 
to UT Dallas; today, there are 15 fraternities and 
sororities on campus, some with service orienta
tions, some devoted mainly to social life. Someday, 
Rachavong predicts, the campus will have Greek 
residences as well. 

Td like to see more Greek life on campus, " said 
President David E. Daniel. " I trust our students and 
I want to give them opportunity to develop their full 
potential." 

SPORTS: When Rachavong came toUT Dallas in 
1983, the intramural sports program was in place, 
if small; today, thousands of students participate 

in intramural sports every year. 
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Rachavong also helped develop a club sports program, 
and the University eventually joined the NCAA Division 
Ill, which is probably [but you never know] as far as the 
school will go in athletics. 

·we·re all about scholar-athletes ... said Rachavong. 
·we don't recruit in the way D-1 would recruit. We 

don't offer scholarships. Our kids come here for 
the academics and also want to continue the athletic 
careers that they had in high school." [See page 14 
for a recap of athletics this year.] 

UT Dallas· cheerleading squad is also the result of 
student initiative. Coleman, the former dean of 
undergraduate education, went with Rachavong at a 
group of students' invitation to a soccer game one cold 
day. "There were 30 or 40 people there," he recalled. 

'We didn't really know why we had been invited, but 
about five minutes into the game, here come these 
girls in white sweatshirts, and they had written on 
them with Magic Marker: CHEERLEADERS. And that 
was the beginning of the cheerleading program ... 

SPIRIT ROCK: Students competing in Destination 
ImagiNation at the University of Tennessee discovered 

"The Rock" on that campus, and decided they wanted 
one: a boulder that would serve as a canvas for 
painted-on student messages. "Their first proposal 
was described as a Freedom-of-Speech Rock, .. 
recalled Rachavong. This, she and Dr. Daniel admit, 
worried them slightly. 

"I had visions of offensive symbols, angry people 
demanding removal, having to bring in a forklift and 
have the rock hauled off," said Daniel. He consulted 
experts, including then-UT System Chancellor Mark 
Yudof, who, helpfully, also was a free-speech lawyer. 
Everyone thought the rock was a fine idea. Rachavong 
suggested the name "Spirit Rock ... 

While Daniel and Provost Hobson Wildenthal continued 
to mull the idea over, Rachavong and Coleman started 
searching for the right rock. "Neither had said 'You 
absolutely can't do this, ... Rachavong offered. Coleman, 
somehow, found himself at a rock quarry and saw what 
looked like the perfect thing. On the day of delivery, 

The University of Texas at Dallas 

'We were watching this big crane bringing that rock 
right into the middle of the campus. We loved it ... said 
Rachavong. Then, to their surprise, the crane delivered 
two more rocks. 'This rock was so big, and you were so 
nice, we thought y'all deserve to have three," the 
delivery man said. 

So instead of a Spirit Rock, the school got a Spirit Rock 
garden now at home in the grass just outside Cecil H. 
Green Hall. "You can't say our administration doesn't 
deliver value-three for one," Daniel observed. [See 
one of the rocks above, center left, bearing a proposal, 
and one with current Greek leadership, right page, 
uppermost photo on left side.] 

ALMA MATER: When students told Rachavong 
they wanted an alma mater, she had no idea where to 
begin. "I called a few schools saying, 'Could you tell me 
how ... ?,· and they laughed at me. They said, ·our alma 

mater is a hundred years old. We have no clue how it 
was written .... 

Rachavong turned to Peter H. Bond, associate vice 
president for business affairs and procurement. "We 
put out a request for proposal-we requested bids on 
the lyrics to our alma mater," she recalled. That 
contest resulted in lyrics by Bill Dunn and Neely 
Reynolds, which were selected as the winning words 
by student judges. The music was written by music 
professor and world-renowned composer Robert X. 
Rodriguez, who first gained international recognition in 
1971 when awarded the Prix de Composition Musicale 
Prince Pierre de Monaco by Prince Rainier and 
Princess Grace at the Palais Princier in Monte Carlo. 
Others who have commissioned Rodriguez include 
conductors Eduardo Mata, Neville Marriner and Antal 
Dorati, a community of patronage few universities 
seeking help with an alma mater can claim, though 
Rodriguez· work for the University was given out of 
love, not for money. What could be more fitting for a 
song whose title translates, from the Latin, to 

"fostering mother"? 

THE MACE: Coleman wanted to build up the pomp 
and circumstance around graduation ceremonies. 
When he heard that local gardening expert Neal Sperry 

was selling pencils made from Austin's famous treaty 
oak, he decided wood from that historic tree, which 
was witness to all six flags that have flown over Texas, 
would bring extra oomph to the tradition. Heap
proached the Austin Parks Department for pieces of 
wood from the oak, which he brought to the Collin 
County Wood Turners Association. They fabricated The 
Mace. Other materials incorporated in the ceremonial 
staff include metal salvaged from an experiment 
aboard the NASA Space Shuttle and integrated circuits 
made by Texas Instruments. The Mace is borne by the 
University Marshall, the individual who leads the 
faculty processional into graduation ceremonies. 
[See the Mace and Coleman, serving as University 
Marshall, left page, rightmost image.) 

TEMOC: The UT Dallas mascot is entirely student
generated. "We had a contest. A student designed the 
look which was voted the winner," said Rachavong. 

"Student government named him ... A movement to 
change the name-which is, as readers may deduce, 
Comet spelled backward-arose in 2007, but so many 
alums and students argued against it that the effort 
came to no fruition. Wikipedia pranksters briefly 
ascribed to Temoc a history as "a rapper sometimes 
confused with the late Tupac Shakur" and as "the 
homeless love child of the comet Hale-Bopp," adding 
that, "Temoc survived the streets by chipping bits of ice 
off himself and selling them in the form of sno-cones ... 
Both entries have vanished into the Internet ether. But 
Temoc is still with us. [Above, center photo.] 

THE WHOOSH: The Whoosh, UT Dallas' answer to 
"Hook 'em ... "Gig ·em" and the like, is widely believed to 

be Coleman's invention, though he credits it to students. 
The salute is named the Whoosh because it's "the 
sound a comet would make if there was sound in 
space ... he explains. [Any self-respecting UT Dallas 
science major knows there ISN'T sound in space.] 
Today, photos of students and alums whooshing 
around the world, undervvater and in space, or at 
least, in spacecraft, adorn walls in the Green Center 
and elsewhere on campus. [Above, rightmost image.] 

JHand SD 
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"Respected as we are in the arenas of research and teaching-and feared in chess circles 

around the world-our community has long felt the need for something more in terms 

of the University's physical presence. Our campus enhancement signals a 'new arrival' 

for UT Dallas-indeed a new era." 

A Campus Trans omed 
utdallas.edu 



With those words from President David E. Daniel last 

fall, UT Dallas celebrated the start of a new chapter 

in its history by dedicating a two-year redesign project 

that has transformed central campus. The $30 million 

enhancement, which included an estimated 150,000 

hours of construction labor, was made possible by 

private philanthropic support. 

The project was led by landscape architects Peter 

Walker and Partners (PWPI. a world-renowned design 

The University of Texas at Dallas 

firm chosen for its understanding of Dallas and for 

its record of visionary work in venues rang ing from 

university campuses to corporate headquarters 

to private gardens. In add ition to the new physical 

expression of excellence, the project addresses one 

of the specific goals set by the University"s strategic 

plan under ··Initiative 6: Making a Great City Greater: 

Enhance the physical appearance of campus. ·· 
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Dedication 

The nearly one-acre trellis-165 feet wide, 146 feet 

long and 25 feet high-is made from painted steel 

columns and beams that support shade-providing 

fiberglass and plastic tubes. Wisteria, supported 

by stainless steel cables welded to the top and 

bottom of the columns, will create a natural cover. 

The plaza·s square plinth, serving as a stage here, 

and the redesigned student union seating area are 

crafted of sustainably grown, harvested, transported, 

dried and milled ipe wood from Central America . 



Entrance Forest 

University Parkway was reforested with more 

than 5,000 trees and native plants and shrubs 

including Afghan pines, bur oaks, Caddo maples, 

cedar elms, chinkapin oaks, magnolias, pond cypress 

and Shumard oaks. About 88,000 square feet of 

St. Augustine sod was installed. Approximately 78 

native live oaks distinguish the new crescent shaped 

entrance on Campbell Road, most transplanted 

from a previously linear alignment along Campbell. 

A monument sign of native Texas limestone is 80 

feet long, 2 feet wide and 6 feet tall. This view of the 

enhancement was shot from The School of Manage

ment, and features the Dallas skyline. 



The Mall 

A view of the new Student Services Building, 

adjacent to the Student Union, and across one of 

the mall's five linear pools: Approximately 150,000 

gallons of re-circulated water bubble in the pools . 

Approximately 14,000 square feet of Chinese granite 

was hand-placed in the linear pools. The mall 

features two human-scale chess boards. 



Campus Unveiling 

"Transformation of any kind takes a bold vision, 

great ideas, generous support and a strong under

standing of goals . These same principals guided 

our founders, whose tireless determination set 

the course toward the University we know today,"· 

said President Daniel at the dedication with Grace 

Bielawski, president of student government. The 

University is particularly grateful to founder Eugene 

McDermott and his family for their nearly 50-year 

commitment to UT Dallas. In 2000, Mrs . Margaret 

McDermott !center right] initiated the Eugene 

McDermott Scholars Program in honor of her 

Late husband. Bielawski is a McDermott Scholar. 

iuT]DI 
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"It is impossible to know what we would have 

become as a University without the unwavering 

support of the Eugene McDermott family," says 

Dr. Hobson Wildenthal, provost and executive vice 

president of UT Dallas. "The effects of this project 

will reverberate for years to come." 

• I l " ' ' v J • - -



Q & A with Peter Walker, Landscape Architect 

Acclaimed landscape architectural firm Peter Walker 

and Partners {PWPI designed the long-anticipated campus 

enhancement project. Founded in 1983, PWP has carried out 

a variety of projects, including the urban design and planning of 

landscapes ranging in size from parks and university campuses 

to corporate headquarters, plazas and private gardens. 

The firm is known for challenging traditional concepts of design, 

and its frequent collaboration with other renowned architects. 

Examples include the Nasher Foundation Sculpture Center in Dallas, 

designed with Renzo Piano Building Workshop, and the IBM Solana 

Campus {Westlake/Southlake, Texas/ with Mitcheli/Giurgola 

Architects and Ricardo Legorreta Arquitectos. The firm has won 

numerous design commissions, including the World Trade Center 

Memorial in New York with Michael Arad and the United States 

Embassy in Beijing with Skidmore, Owings & Merrill. 

UT Dallas Magazine asked Peter Walker about his views on 

the campus transformation and his work . 

• • • 

Why do your projects keep returning you to Dallas? 

I enjoy working in Texas because I have been fortunate to 

have clients who are committed to making local projects with 

international quality. In Texas, I have found my clients· visions 

and their company to be both generous and inspirational. Even 

when working on projects of international importance, we have 

found time to enjoy informal dinners at their homes. 

How does landscape/environment build community? 

Campus environments are an important place to teach 

about the built environment. For many students, a campus 

is the first experience of a place designed and built with an eye 

towards community, order and design. I believe it is important 

for campus environments to be forward-looking, world class and 

beautiful, as they house the future leaders of our cities, planning 

departments, corporations , etc . 

How did UT Dallas ' history and reputation as a science 

and technology institution influence design concepts for 

the University? 

For many of our clients who work in areas of discovery 

or creative research, we aim to create environments that 

allow for informal interaction and places for walking or quiet 

reflection . We recently completed a remarkable landscape for 

the Novartis Pharmaceutical company in Basel , Switzerland, 

that has attracted scientists from all over the world, in part 

because of the campus beauty. This [process] is quite elaborate 

and quite wonderful. This campus needed a strong new identity, 

an emblem of its importance and stature. The growth and shape 

of any fine university changes, and this will be a place to 

enjoy through year after year of activities and learning . 
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This isn't your first project for an academic institution. 

Was UT Dallas different from others? 

It is extremely rare to have such a committed patron as Mrs. 

Eugene McDermott. This allowed an opportunity to realize a 
project that sets a high bar for the future landscape at UT Dallas. 

What feelings or thoughts do you hope to evoke in those who visit 

your works? 

We will have succeeded if people remember this landscape after 
they leave. 

As a landscape architect, where do you draw inspiration? 

I am influenced by minimalist art and good design in all forms. 

In terms of landscape design, what creates an enduring 

environment? 

Maintenance. 

The University of Texas at Dallas 

Why do things of nature-trees, plants, waterways-draw people 

and communities in? 

I think people are curious by nature. Organic things and things 

of nature can either be ignored and uninteresting or of profound 
significance. In the built environment, I think design makes the 
difference in making environments that are remembered and 

significant. 

Where do you see the UT Dallas landscape five or 10 years (or more} 

from now? 

UT Dallas is poised for significant growth as a university, as is the 
greater Dallas metropolitan region. I believe that this project will 
be a strong example of the importance of landscape and design 
and I hope it inspires both its own maintenance and other projects. 

For more detail, including downloadable photos and factual materials, 

visit utdallas.edu/enhance. For information about naming opportu

nities, visit utdallas.edu/development/enhancement. 
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The new 33.000-square-foot Visitor Center and Bookstore, under construction south of the Activity Center, is slated for completion in summer 2011. Amenities 
include a bookstore with a coffee shop, a Comet merchandise retail center, a visitors' center, the Technology Store, the Copy Center and a multipurpose room . 

1163BBS012611A 

Shop the UT Dallas Bookstore for 
the best selection of Comet 

apparel and gifts! 

UT Dallas Bookstore 
800 West Campbell Road I 972-883-2665 

www. utd . bkstr. com 



An Alumna's Perspective on 

Dr. Duane Buhrmester 
1952-2010 

by Alesha Seroczynski 
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Below: Linda and Duane 

Buhrmester in front of the 

Smithsonian Institution 

Shelter, also known as the 

Mount Whitney Summit 

Shelter. The shelter was 

built in 1909 on the 

summit plateau of 

Mount Whitney. 
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Almost every day I receive a ··News Center·· e-mail 

from UT Dallas highlighting hot happenings and current 

events. Sometimes I don't have time to read it at all, 

some days I just scan it, and then there are the days 

when I have to read it because I see my old department: 

Health and Human Development, in what is today the 

School of Behavioral and Brain Sciences. 

An e-letter in June noted the hire of a prominent 

scholar in cognitive psychology, which brought to mind 

my undergraduate mentor, Duane Buhrmester. I thought 

how proud he must be of snagging this academic for the 

school. Duane was as interested in bringing great people 

to UTD as he was promoting his own research agenda. 

I had not talked to Duane in at least five years. 

So much had happened to me and in my career since 

we last spoke, it seemed a good time to touch base. 

I looked him up on the UTD website and crafted a 

lengthy .. hello .. email. 

Duane's reply a week or two later was as engaging 

as his classes had been. He described administrative 

and faculty changes and stabilities in the department, 

ongoing publications from a research project we worked 

on almost 20 years ago, his now-grown boys and their 

outstanding accomplishments and his upcoming annual 

trip to Colorado. He was excited about getting away with 

his family. He wrote just a week before he left Dallas, 

and I planned to wait until he returned to reply. Two 

weeks later I received another UTD e-mail with 

the header: Memorial Friday for Duane and 

Linda Buhrmester. 

Momentarily, inexplicably, I thought that Duane must 

have donated a boatload to the University, and that they 

were throwing him a party. Why didn't he tell me about 

this?! The word .. memorial .. did not even register. Then 

I opened the attachment.Many of us experienced that 

same moment of shock and surprise after learning of 

Duane and Linda's extremely untimely and tragic deaths. 

I cannot even think of it now without tears coming to my 

eyes. Writing this small tribute is an effort to honor his 

memory and express-however posthumously-my 

deep and sincere appreciation for the investment he 

made in me so many years ago. His influence on my 

personal and professional development is lasting. 

''Burr-Mester. Burr-Mester. Burr-Mester." 

If you had a class with Duane, you received his opening 

lesson on his surname. He no doubt spent much time 

early in his career developing this mnemonic device: 

.. Now, my name is easy to pronounce if you just think of 

the following two images: a burr, like under your horse's 

saddle; and an academic semester, like this semester. 

So, if you put the two together, you get Burr- Mester. 

Not Burr- Meister' You just substitute the Burr for the 

Se, and you get Burr- Mester. Burr- Mester. Burr- Mester ... 

I can only imagine that early on he had all the students 

say it with him. 

One of the single best pedagogical techniques 

I learned from Duane was the use of primary sources 

in the undergraduate classroom. Many undergraduate 

classes rarely, if ever, venture from the assigned text. 

Every class I took with Duane, regardless 

of level or content, had an accompanying packet 

of original articles and book chapters. Whenever 

we read about some great thinker or theory, there 

was a corresponding research article or theoreti

cal paper by the same person. In this way, Duane 

prepared us very well for graduate school. I now 

see that Duane's undergraduate classes were 

often akin to graduate ones. For those of us who 

went on to academic careers, the transition was 

smooth and relatively painless. Thank you, 

Duane, for pushing us and expecting so much 

from our young minds. 
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Every semester, Duane would host 

a colloquium on career development 

for undergraduate psych majors. He 

had this great, huge chart he would lay 

out on the board-something I have never 

seen elsewhere nor been able to replicate 

myself. Drawing on years in the profession, 

Duane would outline a plethora of career 

options, then show students which degree 

would get them to their objective. 

Listening to him present the whole of our 

profession in one single snapshot, it felt 

like the entire world of psychology was 

just over this grand horizon of graduate 

school. He made us believe that any 

path was possible; and he charted our 

course with his grand map. 

among the 

In mysenioryear, I left a 

promising career in advertising to 

work in Duane's lab part-time in order -----------=====~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~L 
to ensure that coveted letter of recommen-

dation, the one that would land me in the perfect Tier 

One graduate program that would subsequently land 

me in the perfect post-graduate entry- level position. 

But in what? Everything seemed fascinating. I did an 

undergraduate honors thesis on aggression and Duane 

urged me to apply to specific programs where prominent 

scholars were studying aggressive behaviors. But what 

if I did not want to study that topic for the rest of my life? 

Suddenly, the vast horizon of psychology was too broad, 

too daunting . 

" ... Merely the Means to an End" 

One day, as Duane and I discussed potential graduate 

programs (yet aga in!]. he said, "Graduate school is not 

the end, you know. It is merely the means to an end ."" 

But what, I wondered, is the end if not a doctoral degree? 

It has taken almost 20 years to ful ly appreciate these 

prudent w rds and see how right he was. 

Can anyone truly know at 24 what one is destined to 

be or do? I envied Duane and his certainty about what 

he wanted to study and where he wanted to be. I am 

grateful that he invested in students like me who did 

not have that same self-assurance or singular focus . 

Sometimes we just walk through the next best door, 

and life turns out ok anyway. Thank you, Duane, for 

believing in us even when we did not always believe 

in ourselves. 

The University of Teus at Dallas 

Duane's professional ··end "" was UTD, 

its promise and growth, its spectacular student body 

and his ability to study adolescent development within 

its context. Duane's personal ·· end"" was his family ; he 

wrote of Michael and Ryan last June : ""They are both 

great kids and we had lots of fun when they were 

growing up." Duane loved life, and said of his last 

mountain-climbing expedition that "" it promises to 

be our most interesting outing yet ."" Surely not in 

the way anyone expected. 

Duane 's entire life was most definitely ""interesting. " 

He was a true scholar of the academy-fascinated 

by rare and unusual findings, intrigued by the next 

great administrative adventure, invested in developing 

young minds. I have no doubt that his presence at UTD 

is sorely missed ; I miss him from a thousand miles away. 

. •..................... 
Have a story to share about life post graduation? 

Alumni Perspective is a regular feature. Articles 

of 1,000 words maximum will be considered for 

publication; stories are edited for style, length, 

clarity, grammar and relevance. Address submissions 

to alumni@utdallas.edu. 

Above: Duane Buhrmester 

with star pupil, Helen 

Small. Small graduated 

from UT Dallas with a 

bachelor 's degree in 

psychology in 2007. 

In 2010, she received 

her master's degree in 

psychological sciences 

at the age of 90. 
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Who is the quintessential UT Dallas student leader? 

There's not one, according to campus experts. 

" I think it's an evolving picture," said Dr. Sheila Amin Gutierrez de Piiieres, recently appointed dean 

for undergraduate education. "There is really no stereotypical UTD student anymore. There may 

be in the minds of people who were here in the early '90s, but the student body has changed so 

much in the 15 years I have been here, that I couldn't tell you that there's a type anymore." 

What those who distinguish themselves as campus leaders do have in common is a willingness 

to take the uncharted path, to build from the ground up and be unfettered by expectations of the 

way it's always been done, she said. 

Dr. Darrelene Rachavong, who has worked side-by-side with UT Dallas students for more than 

27 years and has served as vice president for Student Affairs since 2005, characterizes Comets 

as persistent risk-takers who are generous with their time. 

"Our students think big-picture about what would be best for the greater good," said Rachavong. 

"They want us to be top notch, and they're willing to put their own needs aside to make that 

happen." 

We asked Piiieres and Rachavong, and Dr. Gene Fitch Jr., dean of students, to identify a few current 

students who exemplify what they described. And then we asked those students to tell us what 

they thought leadership meant. 





"UT DallaS! iS! gfill at a S!tart-up phaS!e, 
which giveS! gtudentg a breadth of 
opportunity to get their handS! dirty 
and gain experience ... 
Ike Nwabah, School of Management's cohort MBA 
program: Dean ·s Counctl. Student Ambassador. 
Amencan Marketing Associatton: lntervarsity Christian 
Fellowshtp, Empower Zambia; intramural sports; 
Onentat10n Team Mentor: Peer Advisor and Ltvtng 
Learning Advisor in the Persian Student Association; 
Campus Crusade; Road Wamors. Commuter Student 
Assoetatton. 





"A gfrong leader doegn•t neceggarily have 
to come off ag one whdg gfricf and gfern. 
Leaderghip algo can be achieved through 
the ability to take info congiderafion the 
guggegfiong from thoge who are above 
you, like gupervigorg or faculty gpongorg, 
and thoge whom you are leading.• 
Diana lribadzhakova, president of the Terry Scholars; senior 
speech language pathology major, School of Behavioral and 
Brain Sciences, fast-tracking on a master's degree in 
communication disorders while finishing her bachelor's 
degree. The Terry Scholars Program covers a substantial 
portion of tuition, education and living expenses for students 
showing service and leadership potential. Learning Advisor 
in the Persian Student Association; Campus Crusade; Road 
Warriors, Commuter Student Association. 
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Helping You Find a Better Deal 

We specialize in affordable insurance options 
Let us do the work for you! We have researched and analyzed several benefit 
options to find the best deals. Plus, due to the UT Dallas group buying power, 
we've been able to negotiate special rates. 

Alumni Benefits through UT Dallas are a supplement, and sometimes even 
an alternative, to employer benefits. Simply call the number below to get 
started immediately. 

Ask about our special deals for: 
• Catastrophe Major Medical Insurance • Major Medical Insurance 
• Short-Term Medical Insurance • Auto/Home Insurance 
• Long-Term Care Insurance • Dental Insurance 

Call 1-888-560-ALUM {2586) 
ARir1:, Lrc_ ~t'1SJ~1 I CAir1 Lrt ,tt()()~iUll 1 J I d/il/dii1(A~l'clbUry6J~m11hlrlrllliHPProf1cllllMcJilcJ\2C'IllCilt 

Protect Your Finances 

Find Affordable Options 

Quickly Start Your Coverage 

UT DALLAS 

50873 113420 (3/11) ©Seabury & Smith. Inc. 2011 

Increase your giving potential and 
return benefits to you and your family: 

+ Give appreciated assets instead of cash 
+ Make UT Dallas a beneficiary 

of your will or revocable trust 
Give life insurance you no longer need 

You can make a gift that makes a difference 
and brings you financial benefits. Find out 

about the advantages of giving wisely. 
To learn more: 972-883-6504 or 

legacy. vgfutdallas/ giving 



FROM THE OFFICE OF DEVELOPMENT 
AND ALUMNI RELATIONS 

CHECKING IN 
AND GIVING BACK 
As UT Dallas works toward national research 
university status, outreach is underway to 
connect with alumni, friends and neighbors. 
Two years ago, the University embarked on the 

'' Hello Tour,'' an around-the-world event series 
to unite and reinvigorate the UT Dallas commu
nity. Hundreds of alumni have celebrated and 
reconnected with UT Dallas from Albuquerque 
to Austin, Houston to Indianapolis, Pittsburgh 
to San Diego and in Taipei, Taiwan . 

Alumni in the University's own backyard take 
part in President's Gatherings. At these events, 
President David E. Daniel shares an overview 
on all the remarkable things happening at 
UT Dallas, as well as insight on plans for the 
future . We're grateful to alumni and friends 
who have served as some of our most helpful 
hosts. 

Through our "Good Neighbors" program, we've 
reached out to thousands of nearby residents 
living in retirement communities. This initiative 
brings faculty to nearby senior communities for 
special lectures and invites seniors to campus 
for dynamic events. Dozens of faculty 
have given presentations on a wide 
range of topics, including: CSI in Real 
Life, Birding in Alaska and the 
Making of Moon Dust. The program 
has expanded to provide computer 
classes, and plans are underway 
to offer our partners more student 
performances in music and 
the performing arts. 

You are invited to come back to 
campus to witness the physical 
changes underway with the 
campus enhancement project 
complete, the opening of the 
new Student Services Building 
and the upcoming construction 
of a new Arts and Technology 
building . The Office of Develop
ment and Alumni Relations 
is available to arrange visits, 
schedule guest lecturers 
and facilitate corporate 
connections to faculty. 
For more information, 
please call972-883-6504. 
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PRESIDENT'S 
GATHERING HOSTS 
Jan Collmer, Jeff Fegan and Jack Hamilton 

Ron Gafford -Austin Industries 

Jess Hay 

Sally Dillen back and Sydney Hicks- International 
Women's Forum 

Tom Meurer- Hunt Consolidated, Inc. 

Ron and Susan Nash 

FACULTY PRESENTERS 
FOR GOOD NEIGHBORS 
Dr. Ron Briggs - Geospatial Science: From PhD to 

Google Earth 

Dr. Zsuzsanna Ozsvath - Foreseeing Destruction: 
Images of the Holocaust in the Poetry of Radnoti 

Dr. Richard Scotch - Medicare and Healthcare 

Reform 

Dr. Emily Tobey- Frankenstein: How Physics, 

Literature and Theatre Led to a Scientific Success 

Dr. Lakshman Tamil- Quality of Life Technology 

Dr. Mary Urquhart- To the Moon and Beyond 

UT DALLAS CELEBRATES 
RECORD GIVING 
In 2010, supporters rallied for UT Dallas, 
resulting in more than $40 million in gifts 
and pledges. 

The Texas Legislature's Texas Research 
Incentive Program, or TRIP, kick-started 
UT Dallas' 2010 fundraising push by providing 
$50 million in matching funds to emerging 
research institutions across the state. 
UT Dallas raised $16.9 million in private gifts, 
which qualified for a $15.2 million match. 

"These gifts of endowed professorships and 
chairs give us the power to attract and retain 
outstanding faculty who not only generate 
groundbreaking discoveries but also draw 
the brightest students," said Dr. Aaron Conley, 
vice president of development and alumni 
relations at UT Dallas. "Fellowships help 
sustain these gifted students so that they 
can focus on education and discovery, 
driving UT Dallas toward its goal of becoming 
recognized as a national research university." 

One example of this kind of giving in action 
is a $100,000 gift from the Philip R. Jonsson 
Foundation. That gift was combined with TRIP 
funds for a graduate fellowship in bioengineer
ing. Another example comes from within the 
faculty ranks: a gift from Drs. Aage and 
Margareta Moller. Aage is a professor in 
the School of Behavioral and Brain Sciences. 
Margareta is a retired physician. Their 
$100,000 gift received a TRIP match and 
created a distinguished professorship in 
the School of Behavioral and Brain Sciences. 

Last year also marked an all-time high for 
the creation of new endowed funds, with 
38 established. "Endowments help reduce 
financial uncertainty," said Conley. "The 
endowment grows when the economy is 
good and it helps reduce any negative 
impact when the economy is bad ... 

Along with resources for faculty and students, 
endowed funds helped equip research 
laboratories and provided maintenance 
support for the campus environment. Dozens 
of donors gave a collective $1.2 million to the 
Campus Enhancement Fund to help sustain 
the newly completed Campus Enhancement 
Project's 5,000 trees, reflecting pools, campus 
entryway and mall and expansive chess plaza . 

"This backing from our faculty, staff, alumni 
and friends is critical to moving us toward 
our goal of becoming a Tier One university. 
With these reinforcements, UT Dallas will 
be able to continue our commitment to 
driving innovation and economic benefits 
to North Texas," Conley said. 
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RECORD 
YEAR 
(S40+MILLION) 

GIFTS TO UT DALLAS IN 2010: 

$2 million: For research in the UT Dallas Center for BrainHealth ranging from how 

schoolchildren can improve their learning and reasoning skills, to management of 

quality-of-life issues 

$1 million: From Nancy B. Hamon for curatorial research in the visual arts 

$220,000: From AT&T for UT Dallas' Academic Bridge Program, which helps Dallas 

urban high school students prepare for the transition to college 

$100,000: For a professorship in guitar studies in the School of Arts and Humanities 

$5,000: From the class of 2009 to adopt one of the bur oak trees on the new campus entry circle 

Bequest: From Joyce Johnson BGS'83, who included the University as a beneficiary in her will 



Drs. Stacey Boland BS'oo 
and Justin Boland, BS'oo 

by Sara Mancuso 

Before she was a rocket scientist and he was 
an entrepreneur backed by millions in venture 
capital, Stacey and Justin Boland were duking 
it out in UT Dallas physics classes and slowly 
falling in love. 

Though they were both Comets in 1997. they 
came from surprisingly different backgrounds. 

Justin was a junior who attended high school in 
Allen and descended on UT Dallas like a whirling 
dervish. He helped create the University's debate 
program and became a Student Ambassador. 
Stacey, a freshman from New Orleans, a National 
Merit Scholar, the only woman physics major in 
her class at UT Dallas, knew just a few people in 
Dallas before moving to Texas. 

They ended up at the same college party one 
night. As Stacey munched pizza in the corner, 
her roommate flirted away. A few minutes later, 
that flirty roommate introduced Stacey to Justin 
as "my lame physics roommate," while Justin's 
pal introduced him to Stacey as "my lame physics 
friend." 

The next few minutes, Stacey said, were not 
magical. 

They fought about physics and grades and fmally, 
when the pump was primed, Justin asked her to 
dinner. "Over burnt garlic bread and pasta, we 
argued. But our brains were working," Stacey 
remembered. 

They loved being together, whether they were 
studying or hanging with friends in the then
fledgling Collegium V honors program. When 
the couple teamed up to accomplish something, 
their intensity could be described as, " ... well, 
intense," said Dr. Edward Harpham, who had 
just taken over as director of the honors program. 

"My ftrst exposure to honors students was taking 
Justin and Stacey to lunch where they spent the 
whole time telling me what was wrong with the 
program. I realized then that I had two live wires!" 
The two successfully lobbied for a proper 
Collegium V hangout spot-a one- room lounge 
in the multipurpose building-and java Fridays, 
for which Stacey and Justin supplied batches 
of homemade chocolate chip cookies . 
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Later, the two hit the road for spring break in California. They 
visited CalTech and became interested in the school; both 
were accepted to the summer research program. That following 
summer, justin proposed and Stacey ftgured out what to do 
with her life in more ways than one. "Through the summer 
research program, I saw the power in having exposure to both 
physics and engineering," she said. 

They graduated from UT Dallas in May of2000, followed up 
with a September wedding-paid for in part with Stacey's 
summer income from working at Kmart-then conftdently 
set off for grad school. justin explained: "If you understand 
physics, you can do anything. My UT Dallas professors made 
sure I understood the ftrst principles, and those form the basis 
for all higher levels of physics. I knew them like the back of 
my hand when I left the University-and that knowledge is 
invaluable. It's the language of the universe." 

Several years later, the pair graduated from Cal tech with PhDs, 
justin's in electrical engineering and Stacey's in mechanical 
engineering. justin was quickly picked up by a venture capital 
ftrm that saw potential in the bright new grad with an eye for 
technology. As executives in residence, justin and his colleague, 
Romulus Pereira, looked for cutting-edge research on zoom 
optics for cell phones at places like UT Dallas, the University 
of Southern California and Louisiana Tech University. 

Looxcie is a lightweight, wearable camcorder 
that allows the user to record and share video 
instantly and is ideally suited for social media. 

They developed a concept 
and ftled patents for a 
zoom lens in six months. 
A 2008 pitch meeting with 
Apple followed, and it was 
brutal. "They laughed me 
out of the room," remem
bered justin. "They told 
me that they weren't at 
all interested." 

Sad but not defeated, 
the two entrepreneurs 
opted for Plan B, a more 

sophisticated version of their original concept. In September, 
with $7 million in venture capital backing the idea, they 
launched Looxcie: a Bluetooth headset that ftts on your ear, 
acts as a camcorder and uploads video to e-mail or websites 
like YouTube, Twitter and Facebook. "It's kind of silly, and 
someone should have invented it already but it hasn't been 
done before, maybe because it's extremely difficult to get right," 
justin said. 

justin's approach to business is straightforward: "To know what 
to do in the business world, you have to trust your gut and stick 
to your guns." That philosophy seems to be paying off- TIME 
magazine named the Looxcie, the major product of the 55-

The University of Texas at Dallas 

person Sunnyvale-based company justin co-founded, one 
of the so Best Inventions of20IO. With the company's growth 
and good news, justin is currently taking a breather to spend 
time at home with a recent addition, the couple's infant son, jack. 

Meanwhile, Stacey's head is in the clouds. As a senior systems 
engineer at NASA's jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, she 
gets "paid to dream about the future and try to make it happen." 
Lately, she's been working on a spacecraft that will monitor 
the increasing level of carbon dioxide in Earth's atmosphere 
and help determine where on the planet it's being absorbed. 

"Knowing where on land or in the ocean carbon dioxide is being 
absorbed helps predict future climate conditions and identify 
vulnerable areas that we might need to protect so they can 
keep absorbing carbon dioxide in the future," Stacey said. 

At industry conferences across the country, Stacey runs into 
her former physics professors like Dr. Rod Heelis, the Cecil 
and Ida Green Honors Professor of Physics and director of the 
William B. Hanson Center for Space Sciences at UT Dallas, and 
Dr. john Hoffman, who is also a member of the Hanson Center. 

''I'm still a fan of theirs today. They got me interested in physics 
and gave me a great launching pad," she explained. The Bolands 
also still keep up with Marjorie "Miss Margie" Renfrow, a 
recently retired senior academic support coordinator, who 
Stacey describes as the heart and soul of the physics department. 

"Physics at UT Dallas is like a family," she said. 

The Bolands still fmd ways to support UT Dallas, despite 
the demands associated with having a little one. They take 
time to give advice to current students and donate to the 
annual fund, and justin recently returned to campus to see 
what's changed, including the new Collegium V digs. "Even 
though we didn't have much to give right after we graduated, 
we've always given back to UT Dallas," Stacey said. 
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ALUMNI NOTES 

19705 
Debbie LaFerney BA'78 co-owns and operates 

Focus Physical Therapy, Inc. in Frisco, Texas. 

19805 
Alan Govenar PhD'84 received a fellowship from 

the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation 

to assist with research for his exhibit, ""The Folk Art 

of Community Photography."" Alan, a folklorist, 

photographer and filmmaker, has written more 

than 20 books. 

Tracie Fraley BS'86, principal at Booker T. Washing

ton High School for the Performing and Visual Arts, 

was named Dallas Independent School District 2010 

Principal of the Year. 

George Hademenos MS'87, PhD'90 won a 

2010 national PBS Teachers Innovation Award . 

He was also a finalist for the Association of Texas 

Professional Educators Secondary Educator and the 

Clark Academy Prize. George was named as a finalist 

for the HEB Excellence in Education Rising Star 

secondary teacher of the year, as well as winner of 

the Metroplex Technology Business Council Tech 

Titans of the Future math/science teacher award . 

In 2007, he was also one of Richardson's 10 STAR 

teachers. He teaches science at Richardson High 

School in Richardson, Texas. 

Wayne Sad in MS'89 has 

been appointed senior vice 

president and chief informa

tion officer of MXenergy Inc., 

a provider of natural gas and 

electricity in North America . 

Wayne has written extensively 

and spoken globally about mobility, e-business, IT 

governance and project management, customer 

relationship management and cloud computing . 

He was recognized by Computerworld magazine 

as a Premier 100 IT Leader. 

Walter Sutton PhD'89, associate general counsel at 

Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. in Bentonville, Ark., has been 

elected to the board of directors of the American Bar 

Foundation. A member of the American Bar 

utdallas.edu 

Association since 1972 and the National Bar Associa 

tion since 1975. Walter also serves on the Board of 

the Institute for the Advancement of the American 

Legal System at the University of Denver and the ABA 

Diversity Center Board. Prior to joining Wal-Mart in 

2005. he practiced law for more than 30 years in 

Dallas. He served in the Clinton administration, 

as deputy administrator of the Federal Highway 

Administration . 

19905 
Justin Capers BA'90, BS'01 recently joined Susque

hanna Health Medical Group in Williamsport, Pa ., 

where he is a physician assistant in orthopedics 

and spine surgery. 

David Norris BS'90 is CEO of BlueCava, a company 

that tracks devices individuals use to connect to the 

Internet. He was honored with the University's 

Distinguished Alumni Award in March 2011 . 

Mary Storms MS'91 recently celebrated the sixth 

anniversary of STORMS Associates, an executive 

recruiting firm that helps growing tech companies 

find top- tech sales producers. 

Beverly Vance BA'93 was named principal at J.J. 

Pearce High School in Richardson, Texas, in 2010 

after serving as interim principal in 2009. 

Mary Karam MAT'94. owner and art director of 

the Mary Karam Gallery in Dennison, Texas, was 

chosen by the Friends of Hagerman as the June 

2010 Photographer of the Month. Mary has a special 

interest in the ducks and geese that visit the 

Hagerman National Wildlife Refuge, where she 

volunteers. 

Rich Allen MBA'95 is an executive and business 

coach with ActionCOACH . He was recognized as 

Coach of the Year in North Texas in 2007 and 2008 

and BrandCOACH for the Americas in 2009. Rich also 

serves on the board of directors for the chamber of 

commerce in Prosper, Texas, and is a member of the 

executive education advisory board at UT Dallas. 

Brooke Keene BS'97, MS'98 was named vice 

president of operations for Ryan, a tax services firm , 

in 2010. A CPA and a member of the Institute for 
Professionals in Taxation, Brooke joined Ryan in 1998. 

Remona Mclain BS'98 has worked at UT Dallas 

for the past seven years. She is an administrative 

assistant in the School of Economic, Political and 

Policy Sciences. Remona says UT Dallas is ··a great 

place both to get a quality education as well as 

to work."" 

20005 
Drs. Justin Boland BS'oo 

and Stacey Walker Boland 

BS'OO introduce son Jack 

Walker, born June 1, 2010. 

Svyatoslav "Steve" Bashmakov BS'01, MS'04 has 

been named the chief financial officer of Round point 

Financial Group. 

Aaron Kopecky BS'01 is a sergeant with the U.S. 

Army, currently stationed in Fort Wainwright, Alaska . 

He served in Iraq from 2008 to 2009 and his un it is 

preparing to deploy to Afghanistan . He recently 

passed the Staff Sergeant Promotion Board. 

Maryam Baig-Lush BA'03, MFA'o6, Josh Glover 

BA'o8 and David Lozano BA'09. along with Drama 

Professor Fred Curchack received the 2009-2010 

Dallas-Fort Worth Theater Critics Forum Award . 

Russell Bohannon BS'OJ, MBA'04, MS'os began a 

new job as an e-commerce marketing specialist at 

Heritage Auction Galleries in 2010. 

Maranatha Lingerfelt BA'03 and husband John, 

along with daughter Madison, welcomed daughter 

Johannah Grace on April22, 2010 . 

Carren Ballenger BS'04 was selected as the 

first Mary Lou Fiala Fellow in 2010. The one-year 

fellowship was established in 2010 to recognize reta il 

real estate professionals under age 30. Carren is a 

member of Deals in Heels, a women 's group that 

supports growth in the real estate industry, as well 

as a board member of Young Texans Against Cancer. 

Nancy Kucinski PhD'04 was named dean of graduate 

studies at Hardin-Simmons University in 2010. Nancy 

is the Hemphill Chair of Business and a professor of 
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management, as well as director of the Acton MBA 

degrees and other master's-level business adminis

tration programs at the Kelley College of Business 

at Hardin-Simmons. 

Jason Hirsch 85'05 

was appointed to the 

Open Men's Soccer Team 

representing the U.S. at 

the Second Maccabi Australia 

International Games in Sydney. 

Jason is in his fifth season as 

the assistant coach for the UT Dallas men 's soccer 

team. He was captain for the '05 UT Dallas men's 

team in the American Southwest Conference and led 

the team to its first-ever conference championship in 

his senior year. 

Cody Gilleland 85EE'o6 is one of three co-authors 

of a paper that was featured in a recent issue of 

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. 

Cody is a doctoral student in electrical engineering 

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

Linda Leeger Stokes BA'83 

won a Spotlight Award in the Color 
Portfolio Contest 2010 organized by 
Color, a fine photography magazine. 
Her prize-winning work is featured 
in the September 2010 issue . 

The University of Texas at Dallas 

Alexia Isaak M8A'07 recently wrote Views from the 

13th Floor: Conversations with My Mentor, a business 

publication based on four years of being mentored 

by Rhonda Shasteen, the retired chief marketing 

officer at Mary Kay Inc. 

Andrew Nall MA'07 was 

appointed chief compliance 

officer of Radiant Financial, 

Inc. in Addison, Texas. 

Kimberly Cotton 85'09 recently purchased 

Painting With a Twist, a franchise that introduces 

art to non-artists in McKinney, Texas. 

Marissa Tavallaee 85'09 was recently accepted 

into SMU 's Annette Caldwell Simmons School of 

Education and Human Development to pursue a 

master's degree in education with specializations 

in science and math. 

5amia Hossain 85'10 received a nine-month award 

from the Fulbright U.S. Student Program to study 

language and literature at the American University 

of Cairo 's Arabic Language Institute. Samia also won 

a Critical Language Enhancement Award to continue 

her Arabic studies for three months following her 

Fulbright-supported studies. 

5angeeth 5ridharan M5'10 announced the birth 

of son Shravan Sridhara on May 25, 2010 . 

Lissette Villarruel 85'10, a School of Economic, 

Political and Policy Sciences graduate, was selected 

for a prestigious Luna Fellowship, which enables her 

to work as a full-time legislative assistant during the 

Texas Legislature 's current term. The Senate Hispanic 

Research Council chooses fellows based on 

academic performance, commitment to public 

service and evidence of leadership potential. 

Keep your fellow Comets updated on what's new with 

you by sending items, including photos, to alumni@ 

utdallas.edu or to Alumni Notes, UT Dallas Magazine 

MP 14, Boo West Campbell Road, Richardson, TX 75080-

30221. We welcome pictures of new babies, wedding 

photos and whooshes of all kinds! 
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John Q. Atchley MS'76. Feb. 21. 2010. Dallas. 

Sandra Marie Weiss 8S'77. Dec. 6, 2009, Las Cruces, 

N.M. Weiss completed her college degree as a single mother 

with three children. She then earned her CPA license and 

spent her entire career at RSR Corporation in Dallas, where 

she retired as executive vice president and chief operating 

officer. Following her retirement, Weiss served on the boards 

of Nexus Recovery Center, the National Kidney Foundation of 

North Texas and AVANCE Dallas. She was a member of the 

UT Dallas Development Board. After moving to Las Cruces 

in 2006, Weiss served on the boards of La Casa, Inc. and 

United Way. 

Gary Lee Meinershagen 8S'78. July 9. 2010. 

After working for Frito Lay for many years, Meinershagen 

was one of the early pioneers in the video industry, launching 

his own company, Video Works, in 1981 . He was known for the 

meticulous care he took of the landscape that adorned his 

home. 

Joseph William Semmer MS'78. April15, 2010, 

Richardson. Semmer was a beloved husband, father and 

grand papa. He worked for Hallmark Electronics for 25 years, 

serving as president for 15. A longtime member of Highland 

Park Presbyterian Church in Dallas, he was always proud of 

his Scottish heritage. 

Genee Carter Demers Eubank 8S'79. Jan. 31,2009. 

Eubank, a graduate of Sherman High and Grayson County 

College, was very proud when at age 40 she became "one 

of the world's oldest college freshmen." She finished school 

after spending her early adult years raising her four children 

and being involved in their activities. After many years of 

working as an auditor for the IRS and U.S. Department of 

Defense, she moved to Chandler, Texas, where she opened 

a CPA practice. She traveled extensively with her children 

and grandchildren. 

Pamela Kelley Pizel 8A'79. July 2, 2009. Pizel moved 

to Dallas in 1973 and worked in commercial real estate 

beginning in 1981. She founded Pizel & Associates C.R.E., 

specializing in representing medical clients. She served 

as a member and officer of many organizations, including 

CEO Network, D.R.S. of North Texas, Business Exchange, 

Executive Women of Dallas, Kansas State and UT Dallas 

alumni groups, NTCA Realtors and National Association of 

REALTORS, from which she earned CCIM, CIPS and CEA 

designations. She served the Prestonwood Rotary Club 

as a district officer and as president, and through Rotary 

utdallas.edu 

supported Angel Tree, International Youth Exchange, Amelia 

Earhart Center and Challenge Air for Kids. 

Sandra Jean DeFord 8S'8o MS'84. Feb. 15, 2010. Plano. 

DeFord discovered a love of teaching as an instructor in the 

preschool program of the First Baptist Church Plano, leading 

her to pursue both her undergraduate and graduate degrees 

in special education. She taught early childhood special 

education in the Plano Independent School District for 12 

years at Dooley Elementary, becoming Dooley's Teacher of 

the Year for 1985-1986. She also taught at Mitchell and 

Hightower Elementary Schools. She was a member of 

First Baptist's Lamplighter Sunday School class. 

Wesley Francis Wright, Ill 8A'81 , March 22, 2010. Wright 

traveled extensively in Eastern Europe, and finally settled in 

the Philippines. He became an avid scuba diver, exploring 

Australia, the Caribbean Sea and Pacific Ocean, photograph

ing the flora and fauna he encountered in the coral. 

Janet Ross Mack 8S'82, May 19, 2010. Following 

graduation from UT Dallas, Mack worked at the University 

as a systems analyst. 

Susan Flynn Reitinger, 8S'82, Aug. 12. 2009, Fairview, 

Texas. Reitinger was part owner and secretary-treasurer 

of Safeco Land Title of Plano. 

Martha Lynn Sherman 8S'83. Nov. 8, 2009. Sherman 

worked as an investment trader for many years at Bank 

of America in Dallas and Charlotte, N.C. 

Gerald Johnson "Jerry" Cowan 8A'84. Sept. 15, 2010. 

Garland. Cowan was a chief warrant officer during the 

Korean Conflict and the Vietnam War. His service began in 

1954. and included time in the Air Force and Army. He was 

commissioned in Vietnam. Following his military career, he 

worked at various electronics firms, including E-Systems in 

Garland, and went on to form COWCO Enterprises. He was 

an active member of the Disabled American Veterans, 

serving in various offices for his chapter, the district and 

state. He had the honor of becoming Department of Texas 

Commander and serving on the National Executive 

Committee. He was also active in the Greater Dallas 

Veterans Council, and was president for two years. Cowan 

was deacon at the First Baptist Church of Garland and a 

member of the Polar Star No. 154 Masonic Lodge. 

Carla Otts Abbott 8S'86, July 13, 2009, Wilmington, 

N.C. Abbot was a past advisor of the Order of the Rainbow for 

Girls for North Carolina. She was a senior program analyst 

with the IRS for 22 years. She was an active member of 

Wrightsville United Methodist Church, the Hanover Seaside 

Club, North Carolina Sorosis, Goldenrod Chapter DES and 

a volunteer with the Thalian Association. 

Cynthia "Cindy" Jean Krug 8S'86, Jan . 9. 2009, Ada 

Township, Mich. 

Maria "Jonell" Dobbs 8A'90, MA'93. Nov. 4. 2009, 

Rowlett. Dobbs joined the U.S. Army in January 1974. serving 

nine years in the military police at bases in Seoul, Korea, and 

Berlin, Germany. After an honorable discharge, she moved 

to Garland in 1983 and worked atE-Systems Avnet Inc. 

Sol Greenberg 8A'90. Jan. 18, 2009, Dallas. Greenberg 

enlisted in the WWII 389th Bomb Group Army Air Corps 

and flew 27 missions over Germany as a B-24 navigator. 

He retired from the Air Force reserves as lieutenant colonel. 

After honorable discharge from active duty, Greenberg joined 

the New York Police Department and retired after 20 years. 

He received a lifetime achievement award for donating 39 

gallons of blood over the course of his life. 

William Michael Grant 8S'92. Oct. 2. 2009, Garland. 

Kenneth Scadden 8S'93, MS'95. July 26, 2009, Dallas. 

Sutton Helvey-Chandler 8A'98. May 22. 2009. 

Helvey-Chandler worked for Club Corp. for over eight 

years as their human resource systems manager. She 

enjoyed reading books by Mark Twain, fox hunting, riding 

horses and motorcycle racing. She was also involved in club 

racing sanctioned by WERA and was ranked 5th place in the 

Formula One category. 

Kenneth John Kivler 8S'oo. July 23, 2009. At age 18. 

Kivler joined the U.S. Navy. After basic training, he completed 

nuclear training before joining the crew of the USS Nimitz. 

Two years later, he began working at DFW Airport and then 

Norte!. He was an avid sailor and loved to travel. While in the 

Navy, he was a member of the Ancient Order of the Shellbacks, 

and continued to sail for the rest of his life. He was a member 

of the American Legion, the HOSTS program and Young 

Active Professionals. 

Maeryl Grace Gastillo Torio, 8S'03. Sept. 1. 2009, Dallas. 

Torio was born in San Antonio and graduated from St. Mary's 

Hall in 2000. 



IN MEMORIAM 

Dan Petty 1939-2011 

A well-known North Texas civic leader, Dan Petty served as a 

member of the University's Development Board, the Advisory 

Council for the School of Economic, Political and Policy Sciences, 

and the Institute for Public Affairs Advisory Committee. 

He was president of the North Texas Commission, a nonprofit that 

markets the area, for 17 years and was a leading member of the 

committee that brought the recent Super Bowl to the Dallas-Ft. Worth Metroplex. 

Petty retired last spring from the commission and became an instructor in UT Dallas· 

Public Affairs program. He taught a course on the complexities of hosting the Super Bowl 

and the need for good intergovernmental relations among public service agencies. 

Petty also served as executive assistant to Texas Gov. Preston Smith, director of public affairs 

for the University of Texas, president of the Dallas Chamber of Commerce and chairman of 

the Dallas Convention and Visitors Bureau . He was on the boards of the State Fair of Texas 

and Dallas Area Rapid Transit. 

"Dan Petty was a great asset to our school and a major supporter 

of many other North Texas organizations," said Dr. Jim Marquart, 

dean of the School of Economic, Political and Policy Sciences. 

"We will miss his wise guidance and enthusiastic support." 

Esteban Egea 1938-2010 

UT Dallas Professor Emeritus Esteban Egea devoted 29 years of 

his teaching career in language and literature to the University, 

after working at Ohio State and Emory universities. Egea was 

the faculty co-sponsor for the UT Dallas Chess Club when it was 

started in fall1995 . He served on the Executive Committee of the 

UT Dallas Retiree Association after retiring in 2006. 

Egea was born in Barranquilla, Colombia, and received a BA from the Universidad Pedagogica 

del Caribe, an MA from Ohio State and a PhD in romance languages and literature from 

Harvard . 

"Esteban was dedicated, above all, to the students," said Dr. Dennis 

Kratz, dean of the School of Arts and Humanities. "His passion for 

linguistics, Spanish and language in general was legendary." 

The University of Texas at Dallas 

Remembrances of University 
Faculty, Staff and Friends 

Lisa Alexander 1948-2011 

UT Dallas Police Communications Supervisor Lisa Alexander 

was instrumental in setting up the Police Department's new 

dispatch center in 2008, the year after she joined the University. 

Her 24-year career in police communications included previous 

positions as a 911 dispatcher for the Wylie and Rowlett police 

departments. She attended Richland College and was a graduate 

of Plano Senior High School. Alexander earned a 2009 CARE Award, 

presented toUT Dallas staff members whose achievements significantly advance the goals of 

the University. 

"Lisa was more than a co-worker to us," said Lt. Tim Dorsey, 

her supervisor. "She was very dedicated to this profession." 

Dr. Duane Buhrmester 1952-2010 

Dr. Duane Buhrmester, associate dean of the School of Behavioral 

and Brain Sciences and a professor of psychological sciences at 

UT Dallas, and his wife, Linda, were killed in a hiking accident in 

late July of last year in southern Colorado. 

Buhrmester was honored in fall2009 for 20 years of service. An 

active researcher and teacher, he also served on vital University 

committees and worked closely with undergraduate and graduate students, acting as an 

enthusiastic mentor to many. !See an alumnae's appreciation of Buhrmester in the Alumni 

Perspective on page 31 of this issue.) 

Born in 1952 in Ritzville, Wash., Buhrmester married Linda Fischer in 1977. He and his family 

shared a passion for the outdoors and athletic pursuits . Buhrmester trained as a develop

mental psychologist at the University of Denver, where he received his PhD in 1983. 

"Duane Buhrmester was one of the true leaders of the University," 

said Dr. Bert Moore, dean of the School of Behavioral and Brain 

Sciences. "His careful thinking and commitment to building and 

improving the University were critical ingredients of our success. 

But, perhaps even more important, was his commitment to student 

success. He spent countless hours mentoring and helping students, 

many of whom went on to successful, productive careers. Outside 

of the University, he loved camping, hiking and climbing with his 

family, and was an extraordinary athlete." 
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"It was too much, too quick," Wildenthal said . 
""That first semester, a significant number of 
the students were failing . And if the scholar
ship students didn't maintain a 3.0 average, 

"Back in "94 and "95 when we had classes with 
60 or 70 percent failure rates, the professors 
were kind of proud of it. They felt it meant 
"I have standards: ·· recalled Kratz. "But the 

.-: ,......, 

In 1997. Kratz became dean of the School 
of Arts and Humanities and Coleman was 
appointed dean of undergraduate education . 
From there, with Wildenthal providing clout, 

Coleman energy and they would lose their 
scholarships.·· By the end 
of the first semester, 100 

'· ... f. · . • _; 
. ·'U'. •. · ~· · ·. . . ~· · ..... imagination, and Dr. 

Darrelene Rachavong . 
vice president of student 
affairs, focused on 
bringing life and commu
nity to the the n-physically 
bleak and disconnected 

campus !see page 221. 

scholarship students had 
failed one class. To save 
the sinking class, adminis
trators decided that that 
semester"s grades would 
not be factored into 
determining who would 
keep their scholarships. 

v~rsity 

k il 
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In 1992, faculty, students, 

deans, staff, administra

tors and development 

board members received 

invitations to -visioning 

retreats that helped map 

the University's evolution. 

""And over the Christmas 
holiday, one devoted vice 
president and I personally 
typed and mailed letters 
saying "Don't give up, 
please come back," "" 
said Wildenthal. This "" fresh starr· made 
the front page of The Dallas Morning News, 

angered students who had managed to keep 
their grades up and even got the attention 
of radio commentator Rush Limbaugh, who 
railed against this "" degeneration of academic 
standards,"" Wildenthal recalled . 

And again, the faculty balked . 

The University of Texas at Dallas 

higher your standards, the more obligated 
you are to provide the means to reach them." 

Despite all that, things started improving . 
·· 1 attribute the turnaround to the arrival of 
Dr. Wildenthal, who saw the transformative 
possibilities of this University."" said Kratz . 

' . ,_;..:· ' 
.; .... . -

the school's development 
quickened. 

Kratz consistently heard 
from students and parents 
that an honors program 
was important, and so 
launched Collegium V in 
1995. The program found 
its feet under associate 
provost Dr. Edward J. 
Harpham. "At first, I'm not 
even sure Mike !Coleman] 

believed in Honors 
because we had a small 
freshmen class:· said 
Harpham. ··vou were think
ing "Everybody is an 
Honors student.· But he 
quickly became a believer. 
We started with 60 
students in three or four 
classes; we 're now about 
400 students. Our SAT 
score average [for Honors 
students] is around 1,420. 
These are Ivy League 
eligible kids." 

Meanwhile, Wildenthal"s 
efforts to rekindle the 
founders· enthusiasm for 
UT Dallas resulted in a $32 
million gift in 2000 
establishing the Eugene 
McDermott Scholars 

Program, further enlarging the school's ability 
to support highly accomplished undergradu-
ates. 

Coleman and Wildenthal set about convincing 
skeptical faculty of the benefits of the influx of 
young students. 
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"We began to sell the faculty on the notion that 

the best of our undergraduates were probably 
comparable in many ways to the graduate 
students, and that turned out to be true," 

about finding alternative sources of funding 
to maintain and continue the excellence we 
have managed to achieve under less-than
favorable conditions." 

be with other smart kids,"' said Coleman . 
"That message has never gone away, but in the 
last five years, it has largely been replaced by 
the message, 'Look where kids go from here.' 

said Coleman . "We built incentives to attract 

faculty to those young students, to provide 
them opportunities to be a part of their 
laboratories." 

"You can 't have a great research university We 're sending them off to the most competi-
tive medical, law and academic graduate 

without having a great undergraduate 
population. It doesn 't work, " said Gnade, programs in the nation ." 

who also points out that all of the top re- Today, undergraduates are about 10,000 out 
This access to research labs is one of the search institutes also have highly ranked of the 17,000 total student body. The proper-
school's selling points for undergrads. "For undergraduate schools. tion of freshmen who return as sophomores 
the undergraduate to be able to be involved is more than 82 percent. And the would-be 
in research is a great opportunity," .---------------------------, UT Dallas undergrad needs a 1200 

said Dr. Bruce E. Gnade, vice on the math and verbal portions of 
president for research . "It's not the SAT, or to be in the top 15 
something they necessarily get to percent of his or her high school 
do at a bigger university." class to be assured of admission-

As for the benefit to faculty, he as high a standard as was set out 
said, "That's why we're here, to at the beginning of the University's 

history as an undergraduate teach kids . If you don't get excited 
about having kids in the lab teaching institution . That hasn 't 

working, there's probably some- deterred growth-applications for 
thing a little bit wrong. We have fall2011 are up 25 percent over the 

prior year. extremely good undergraduate 

students. If they get in the lab and "Our undergraduate student body 
get excited, maybe they will stay here and And, said President David E. Daniel, "When has turned into the strongest asset this 
go to graduate school." Even if they don 't stay I'm asked by undergraduates, 'So what will University has, especially our incoming 
on, Gnade said, having done research sets Tier One mean to us?' my answer is very freshman classes. Over the years, as they 
UT Dallas undergraduates apart when they simple: It will be a much stronger university matriculated through their undergraduate 
apply to other graduate schools. with a much broader curriculum, more degree programs, the quality of their achieve-

In 2008 Gnade 's office began an undergradu- courses from which to choose, more degree ment has pushed the University forward," 
programs from which to select, more choices said Dr. Daniel. ate research project competition, out of which 
and more options that will, simply, make it a 

emerged 25 approved research projects the He also credits "the opposition ." 
better experience. " 

first year. The projects are presented at the "Back in the late ·sos, they set a bar very 
end of the year, with faculty and representa- Twenty years after the first freshman class 

high for us, with the expectation that we 
tives from companies selecting the best entered UT Dallas, the campus is energetic, couldn 't meet it," he says. "And that struggle 
presentations. " It's about getting students bustling all day not only with the older and 

to cope with the challenge of bringing on 
exposed to some of our industrial partners, transfer students envisioned in the school's 

very smart young students built strength . 
and the industrial guys getting to see how original mission, but also with young stu-

The constraints-requiring very highly 
smart our students are," said Gnade. dents-hanging out, studying, working 

qualified students and limiting the areas 
and doing all the things kids expect to 

Today's faculty understands the value of in which the University could work to sciences 
do in college . 

UT Dallas· undergraduate students and and mathematics mostly-were certainly 
has no fear that the school's pursuit of Tier And they're benefitting from a UT Dallas created by those who wanted to limit UTD's 
One status will be anything but beneficial administration and faculty that learned ability to succeed. But, instead, that lim ita-
for everyone. how to enable smart kids to succeed. Today, tion fostered a strength of resolve that the 

"I think we now understand that one of our UT Dallas graduates compare well with those University was forced to develop. The Univer-
first classes coming in-the average SAT sity had no choice It was the hardest and 

strongest suits may be the quality of our · 
score of incoming freshmen is 1245. Many probably best thing that ever happened to undergraduate program, " said Wildenthal. 
graduate in less than four years "without this institution. " "To the degree that there is anxiety as we 

raise the bar, as our standards for our breaking a sweat" Wildenthal said, and go 
students and our faculty continue to go up, on to highly competitive graduate schools. 

the real question is, how have we made the "Until2004 or 2005, when we recruited 

progress we 've made? Because we've been freshmen, we pranced out our average class 
doing it with an inadequate funding base. The SAT scores and said , 'Look at the kind of kids 

Tier One effort is not only about prestige-it's who come here. You come to UT Dallas, you'll 

utdallas.edu ~DAlLAS 
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(Left to right) Michael Seeligson BS'o6, Chris 
Wahlen BS'07, MSCS'09, Aidan Skoyles BSEE '05, 
MSEE'o6, friend Brad White and Walter Voit BS'05 
MSCS'o6 do the Comet Whoosh atop their trans
portation in front of Egypt's Great Pyramids. Before 
these UT Dallas alumni went on their trip to see 
the Wonders of the World, they were editors and 
contributors to A Modest Proposal (AMP). The 
student opinion publication is printed eight 
times per year. 

Have photos that show off your 
personal Comet connection? 
Send them to alumni@utdallas.edu 
to be considered for future issues. 
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